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'
OIL

Boards Again at
Chicago
JUDGELAN01S REFUSES TO SIT

A Federal Jurist Imported
From Indianapolis to '

Preside.
Chicago, Feb.

23.
The second trial
the Standard Oil company of Indiana on the charge of rebating in
connection with shipments of oil from
Whiting, Indiana, to East St. Louis,
opened in the federal district court today before Judge A. A. Anderson of

of

was
Indianapolis.
Judge Anderson
imported to hear the historic case after Judge Landis, who heard the first
case, and Judge Bethea had refused
to have anything to do with it. This
is the case in which Judge Landis imposed a fine of $29,240,000 on the first
conviction, the fine being reversed by
the court of appeals.
It was seen at once from the early
questioning of jurors that it will take
at least two days to fill the box. The
men called were mostly farmers from
northern Illinois, men of the same
tyre that found a verdict of guilty in
the first trial. The bulk of witnesses
and the documentary evidence will be
the same as presented at the othfjr

trial.

TAFT WILL COME
WEST IN AUGUST
He Refaukes Bachelor for Not Being
Married May Go to Alaska Late
. In Summer.

Cincinnati, Feb. 23. President-elec- t
'Taft made a declartion against bachelors. Walter Turner called to procure an autograph photograph of the
next president. As Mr; Taft was' in
scribing his name he asked Mr.. Turner:
"Are you married?"
When Mr. Turner replied in the
negative, Mr. Taft said:
"Had I known that I don't believe
I would have given you this. Why
don't you get married?" Mr. Taft
said before leaving that he had no
idea when he would return to Cincinnati.
A review of the invitations Mr.
Taft has" reecived for events during
the summer recess of congress indicates that he will visit Denver to atCongress
tend the
in August, to which he was invited by
a delegation headed by Mr. Thomas
F. Walsh.
It is believed also mat
Mr. Taft will visit the Alaska-Yukoexposition at Seattle and possibly may
go to Alaska.
--

Trans-Mississip-

n

PUBLIC MEETING OF
- HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Illustrated Lecture On
Brilliantly
American Occupation, By Colonel
R. E. Twitchell.
The public Historical meeting to be
held in the chamber of the House of
Representatives in the Capitol on
Wednesday evening will be an occasion of unusual interest. The lecture
of Colonel R. E. Twitchell on the period in New Mexican history when it
w;;s under the military government of
the United States before the establishment of a regular territorial government, will cover a period of which
very little is generally known. It will
be the most brilliantly illustrated affair ever presented here, no less than
seventy original lantern slides having
been prepared for the occasion, theii
involving much trouble
production
and expense. This will be the first
presentation of this lecture which will
afterwards be' delivered in various
parts of the territory.
The address by President W. G.
Tight of the University of Albuquerque will present an entirely different
'
phase of New Mexico history, and
there, will be several short talks by
prominent citizens which will, add to
the interest of the occasion. No invitations are sent out, but everyone
will be welcome as long as seats or
sianding room can be afforded.

STEEL STOCK BEARS

BRUNT OF ATTACK
Preferred and
Common of the Great Trust.

Further Drop
'

In Both

Following Lonstock market dis-

New York, Feb. 23.

don's lead, the local
played a marked weakness at its opening today. , The brunt of attack was
borne by U. S. Steel and other metal
stocks. Steel common sold at 2
below Saturand preferred at 2
day's closing.
7-- 8

3-- 8

DELEGATION

LEGISLATURE

Historic Case on the

'

MILLION DOLLAR
Wyoming Assembly Adjourns After
Making New Record In Tctal of
New County
Appropriations
Created.
Feb. 23. The
Cheyenne,
Wyo.,
Tenth state legislature,
which the
Democrats refer to as Wyoming's first
million-dolla- r
session, although Wyoming has only one hundred thousand
as many as
Inhabitants,
New Mexico, has adjourned,
having
agreed upon the appropriations bill
and other important measures over
which there had been several sharp
contests during the past few days.
So far as known at this'time the Washakie county bill is the only one vetoed by the governor, and this was
vetoed because of the belief that it
A majority of
was unconstitutional.
the senators and representatives are
today leaving for their homes, but
many will remain and attend the dry
farming congress, which convened toSome of the solons have
day.
appointed delegates to the congress
by livestock and other organizations.
Park county, provided for by the
state legislature, will not be organized
at once, as many suppose. The law
provides that a petition signed by at
least 300 taxpayers of Big Horn
county, or that section of Big Horn
county out of which the new county
of Park is to be created, must be pre
sented to the governor, requesting him
to appoint three provisional commissioners and call an election for the
purpose of deciding whether or not
the county shall be divided, and to
decide upon the location of the county
seat. It also provides that the proposed new county have a population of
of
1,500 and an assessed valuation
of
these
satisfied
$3,000,000.
Being
facts, the governor shall then call a
special election and a majority vote,
both for the creation of the new
county and the location of the county
seat must be secured before the new
No
county can be legally created.
had
until
can
be
then
further action
November, 1910, when the people will
vote for county officers.
one-fourt- h

len

WILL REPORT STATE- HOODTO SENATE
WitT Be
Committee
Ready
Wednesday or Thursday.
Special to The New Mexican.

On

NO

PAY
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Congressional

LABORS

Governor Curry in Brief but Pointed
Message Submits Report of the Committee on Its Labors at the
National Capital
Governor Curry in a message ad
dressed to Hon. Charles A. Spiess,
president of the Legislative Council,
and Hon. E. A. Miera, speaker of the
afternoon
House, this
Legislative
transmitted the report, of the statehood delegation appointed by him,
and each member of which refuses to
accept a ceut of territorial money or
any portion of the appropriation of
$3,500 made by the legislature to pay
their actual expenses. The message
is as follows:
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 23, 1909.

Sir:
I have the honor to enclose herein
the report of the statehood committee,
appointed by me on the Cth instant
pursuant to House Joint Resolution
No. 3, which authorized the governor
to appoint a committee consisting of
seven members to immediately proceed to Washington for the purpose

of urging New Mexico's claims for ad
mission to the Union, as well as to
work for the passage of other legislation that was of vital interest to the
I had the
people of this territory.
pleasure of accompanying the commit
tee and take this occasion to testify
to the valuable services they rendered
the people of New Mexico.
In accordanc with your resolution
I offered to pay the members of this
committee, their necessary traveling
expenses, not to exceed five hundred
dollars each, but each member de
clined to receive any compensation
whatever for their time and services,
or their expenses, and at their request
the entire sum appropriated under
said resolution, with the exception of
a small amount used for telegrams
and clerk hire, has been returned to

the territorial treasurer.
While in Washington this statehood

our behalf. For this valuable help the
people of New Mexico should be, and
as your committee believes, are under
lasting obligations to him.
We are also assured that Presidentelect Taft is extremely friendly to the
cause of statehood for New Mexico,
and that independently of any party
pledges he believes In the justice of
our cause, and that we have
ample
qualifications fitting us for immediate
admission to the Union. He is aiding
us now to the extent he thinks it ls
proper for him to go during the closing days of the present administration, but regards the pledge of the"
platform under which he was elected
as absolutely binding upon the incoming administration.
We are also pleased to report that
our admission is not a party
question,
but we have most valuable friends
and strong advocates in both of the
great iolitcal parties. We have full
faith that the unanimous declarations
of the Republican and Democratic
par
lies in tneir respective national conventions in 1908, will be fulfilled at
this session of Congress.
We found some Questions
wpw
raised in opposition to our admission
by members who were fearful that we
might adopt a constitution unduly radical, they not knowing that our people are extremely conservative. We
have attempted to correct this unfounded opinion by showing the class
an-character of our people, as represented by both the Republican and
Democratic parties, and have asserted
that they need have no fear whatsoever of a constitution with any improper provisions contained therein.
We desire to attest to the fidelity
and zeal of your excellency in promoting the work of the committee, your
extensive acquaintance with the
of the country has been an
asciet of the greatest value, and has
brought the attention of every department of the federal service to the long
delayed claims of New Mexico, and
her right to admission as a state.
Delegate Andrews has been able
and untiring in urging Congress
to
grant statehood; he has intelligently
and earnestly urged the right too long
delayed, and has brought to the attention of Congress knowledge of the
vast resources of our territory, an'd
of the steady and conservative character of our people.
We have been very cordially received and have been most generously
encouraged by the individual members of the Senate and House, and we
give the members thereof our united
appreciation for the many good words
spoken by them to us In behalf of New
Mexico.
Respectfully Submitted,
H. M. DOUGHERTY,
GEORGE S. KLOCK,
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
"
VENCESLAO JARAMJLLO,
W. F. BUCHANAN,
W. E. MARTIN,
SECUNDIXO ROMERO.

committee was joined by Honorables
B. Fall, W. A. Hawkins, E. L. Med-le- r,
H. L. Waldo, William J. Mills,
Edward A. Mann, and other represen
tative citizens of New Mexico, all of
whom were tireless and enthusiastic
advocates of the passage of our statehood bill, and I feel sure that the
New Mexicans created such a favorable impression that if the enabling
act fails to' pass during the present
session of Congress,
that definite
agreement will be entered into be
tween the leaders of the nation, be
BETTER PRICES
fore adjournment, which will admit
RULE FOR WOOL us to the nation at some specified
Boston, Feb. ?3. The, local wool time in the near future.
Respectfully submitted,
market continues strong, although the
GEORGE CURRY,
volume of business is light, particuGovernor of New Mexico.
larly in domestic wools. Quotations
Report of Statehood Committee.
are almost unobtainable in some
Washington, D. C, Feb. 18, 1909.
terriA
of
line
fine, staple
grades.
His Excellency, George Curry,
To
in
the
tory, sold last week at 23 cents
of New Mexico.
Governor
westthe
grease? It is reported that
Sir: We, the committee appointed
ern growers are asking 23 to 24 cents
by your excellency, pursuant to a joint
for their new stock still unsheared.
resolution passed by the Thirty-eight'
SPIRITED FIGHT
Legislative Assembly of the territory
FOR TEMPERANCE of New Mexico, to accompany your exFeb. 23. WTith the cellency to Washington to' urge Con
Indianai)olis.
ringing of church bells and with wo- gress to pass the Enabling Act, now
men at he church altars praying for pending, and providing
that New
COUNCIL.
.
divine help, the temperance forces to Mexico be empowered to form a con
Tuesday Afternoon.
day entered into a contest to banish stitutlon and submit the same to the
was
It
in
after 3 o'clock when PresiAdams,
Davies,
saloons
from
the
president for admission as a state
Grant, Newton and Howard counties the Union, do hereby respectfully re- dent Spiess called the Council to order with McBee and Upton absent.
where the elections under the county port:
held
The following petitions were preare
today.
law
being
option
That immediately upon the arrival
Both sides carried on a lively cam- of the committee in Washington, the sented:
Council Petition No. 31, presented
paign for a week.
duty with which it was charged was
by
Prince, from Velarde, Rio Arriba
entered upon. - We ascertained that
county,
asking for the passage of a
alwas
the House of Representatives
local
option bill. The petition is remost unanimously in favor of the pasCOLONEL
in that it is signed by
markable
sage of the statehood bill, and which eighty-nin- e
men and 113 women of nameasure was passed by that branch
tive
parentage.
of Congress with great enthusiasm on
GN THE STAND February 15, 1909. Your committee No. 35 by Prince, a petition of the
witnessed the Inspiring spectacle, and citizens of the Estancla Valley asUillg"
had a pardonable pride in hearing the for a new county. Referred to the
debate, during which the justice of committee on counties and county
lines.
the, cause of New Mexico for stateThe committee on judiciary rehood was eloquently proclaimed by
a substitute bill for Council
ports
aud
the leaders of the Republican
Bill No. 82, by Mechem, an act reDemocratic parties.
to evidence. The bill provides
We have further ascertained that a lating
that
the
spouse of any person charged
very large majority of the members of with
incest, etc., shall be a
adultery,
In
favor
the United States Senate are
The bill was
witness.
competent
of the immediate passage of the bill,
under suspension of the rules,
passed
at the present session. The prospects no vote
OF
being recorded against the
for the passage of the bill by the Sen bill.
ate are improving every day, and we
President Spiess anounced having
believe that the bill will be in the
a joint resolution from the
received
to hands of the
Brought the
president before the ex- legislative assembly of South Dakota.
Nashville to Edit
piration of his term.
Referred to the committee on Judi
The people of New Mexico should ciary.
The resolution asks for the
American.
feel particularly grateful to President suppresion of polygamy.
Roosevelt for the earnest and valuable
Council Bill No. 90, by President
Nashville, Tenn., Feb. 23. Colonel' assistance which' he has rendered to Spiess, an act providing for the reD. B. Cooper, the central figure in the us. In his annual
message he urged moval of officers and providing a protrial growing out of the killing of .Congress to Immediately pass our en- - cedure therefore. Referred
to the
senator carmack, was called to tes-- 1 abllng act. Again, in furtherance of comittee on
judiciary.
In
the case today. He said he this object, he has labored incessantly
tlfy
Council Bill No. 91, by Hanley, an
met Carmack at Columbia years ago in our behalf to accomplish this re- - act to define more
clearly the provt
.
.
1. - . .
A
.U
j
TT.
wucii lie aa nunc
in the interview which . your sions of House Bill No. 139, appropri
jn? orougnr suit,
him to Nashville as editor of the committee had with him, he expressed
ating $32,000 for the completion of the
American
and he remained with in the most earnest and forcible
Capitol Extension and of the Execuuntil 1892, when he went to ner his great desire and wish for our tive Mansion and
furnishing thereof,
"Were your relations Immediate admission, ' and his
Memphis.
he was asked.
mination to continue In hia efforts in
(Continued On Page Eight)
pub-iSjme- n

'.Washington, D. C, Feb. 23. The
Senate committee on territories with
Senator Beveridge present, considered the statehood bill again today.
It will continue the consideration of
the bill tomorrow. The New Mexican
correspondent predicts that the bill
will be reported to the Senate on
Wednesday or Thursday. Andrews Is
sitting with Penrose on the floor of
the Senate.

h

Central Figure in
Tennessee Tragedy

Ex-Senat-

'

J

;

.'

1

1

man-Coop- er

deter-friendly-

NO, 9

president returns
to washington

I

Program

V

This

'v.

DRY

FARMING

Week

Includes Consideration of Statehood for Territories.
Washington, Feb. 23. The yacht
Mayflower, bearing President. Roose
velt and his party on their return
from the
of the battle
ship fleet at Hampton Roads yester
day, reached the dock at the navv
yard in this city at 7:23 a. in. The
presidential party remained
aboard
until 8:45 a. m., when they left the
navy yard in carriages in the drizzling
rain and drove to the White House.
Congressional Program This Week. LETTER FfiOllPOESIOENT
Washington, Feb. 3. Both houses
on congress began this week to crowd
on steam for the last
spurt of the Governor Brcoks Makes Anpresent congress. After the close of
nual Address Roosevelt
business next. Saturday there will remain only three days for legislation,
Promises Assistance.
and it is realized that it will lie necesto
sary
get practically all of the appropriation bills through both houses
Cheyenne, Wyo., Feb. 23. With
before that time, as most of the re- more than lino delegates present and
maining days will be necessary for hundreds more to arrive on the
the adjustment of the differences betrains, the third
tween the two houses.
Dry Fanning Congress opened its sesBoth houses will probably com- sions here this morning. It will conmence holding night sessions early in tinue three days. A blanket of snow
the week.
greeted the delegates.
Today's pro
The house began the week with the gram included an address by Goverdiscussion of the great sundry civil nor B. B. Brooks of Wisconsin, presibill. It is expected that the question dent of the Congress, and the
reading
of the salary of the secretary of state of papers by delegates from a number
will again receive attention in con- of states on various phases of the
nection with the conference report on problem of dry farming. A letter
the legislative, executive and judicial from President Roosevelt to Governor Brooks extending greetings and
appropriation bill.
The House will again refuse
to congratulations to the Congress, was
yield in question of an under secre- read. The president expressed deep
tary of state and that subject will interest in the progress of the work
also be discussed in conection with and says: "Any organization having
the conference report.
for its purpose the development of
It is expected that the general de- the agricultural resources of the great
ficiency bill will be ready for consid- arid section of the United
States
eration by the House when the sun- should have the hearty support of all

ft

Six Hundred Dele

home-comin- g

j

gates at Cheyenne

Jor

Discussion

d

Trans-Missou-

The
dry civil bill is disposed of.
river and harbor bill has already
passed the House under suspension of
the rules.
Undoubtedly the House will be able
before the close of the session to dispose of all the appropriation bills, and
the outlook in the Senate is much
brighter than it was a week ago. Dur
ing the past week the Senate put behind It the postoffice, the naval, the
pension, the army and the Indian bills,
and it will be prepared to go on this
week with the diplomatic and consular, the agricultural and other appropriation bills.
The vis sr and harbor billj may be
talked to death.
The Senate will consider and vote
on the bill providing for the
of the negro soldiers who were
discharged on account of the Brownsville riot, and Saturday will be given
up entirely to eulogies of members of
the Congress who have recently died,
including the late Senator Latimer of
South Carolina, Representative Powers of Maine, Representative Wiley of
Alabama, Representative Meyer of
Louisiana and Representative Brick
of Indiana. An entire day will be
given to the Brownsville bill.
Senator Carter will continue his efforts to procure action on the postal
savings bank bill. There will be a
strong effort to get the Arizona and
New Mexico statehood bill out of committee with the hope of passing it during the last days of the session, but
the present outlook is not promising.

STATE MAY REGULATE LONG
DISTANCE TELEPHONE RATES
Washington, Feb. 23. The supreme
court of the United States today decided the case of the Cumberland
Telephone company versus the railroad commission of Louisiana, involving the right of the commission to
reduce the company's long distance
rates favorably to the state.

OUTWITS THE

of Mrs.
Hetty Green Weds
aii Astor

Daughter

EFFORT

TOMSK

Richest Woman in the World
Jubilant Over Her Successful Ruse.
New York, Feb.

23.

Although Mrs.

Hettie Green, the richest woman in
America, yesterday declined to dis
cuss the report here that her daugh

ter, Miss Sylvia Green was to be married to Matthew Astor Wilkes
a
of John Jacob Astor,
the World says again today that the
ceremony will be performed at Mrs.
Green's flat at Hoboken about noon
today. According to the neighboors
of Mrs. Green, the marriage already
has taken place, the ceremony having
been' performed at Morrlstown, N. J.,
last Wednesday. The neighbors also
say that Mrs. Green is Jubilant at
having outwitted the newspaper.
great-grandso-

n

ri

...

V

good citizens. Rest assured, that so
far as lies in my power, everything
that can be done will be done."

FRANCE WANTS
NO TARIFF WAR
French Government Opposes Proposi
tion to Raise Duty On American
Goods.

Paris, Feb. 23. The growing opposi
tion in the French press and those di
rectly interested, to the plan for the
revision of the tariff which was form
ulated by a parliamentary commission
and which proposes an increase in duties on American products on an average of 20 per cent as against 10 per
cent increase on European goods, has
caused the government to take immediate action. At a cabinet meeting today, Minister of Commerce
Cruppi was instructed to Inform the
commission
that the Government
would strenuously oppose an increase
in duty on oils which would seriously
affect the United States. The govern
ment is determined not to allow the
country to become involved in a
tariff war which would mean danger
ous reprisals.

CLEANING OUT

THE BOOTLEGGERS
U. S. Attorney

A. G. Pollock Has

Re-

turned From Fort Wincjate and
allup,
Special United States Attorney A.
entrusted by the Indian
Bureau with the prosecution of those
who sell intoxicant liquors to the India;!?, has returned to Santa Fe from
Fort Wingate,"- ;McKinley county,
where, with Special .Agent Lowe, he
investigated the sale of liquor to the
Navajo scouts at the military post. As
a remit a sergeant of one of the companies was courtmartialed and a
teamster was discharged. The teamster was taken before a United States
Commissioner at Fort Wingate for a
hearing, but on account of the conflicting testimony of the scouts, was
discharged, John Mclntyre, however
was held in $1,000 bond by the U. S
Commissioner to answer to the next
federal grand jury at Albuquerque to
t rie
among the
charge of
G. Pollock,

-

"boot-leggin-

g

IUdianS'

T-i-

-

CUMBRESPASS
BLOCKADED AGAIN
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad
Snowed Shut Once More In
Southern Colorado.
Durango, Colo., Feb. 23. Another
heavy snowstorm set in here Sunday
and 10 inches of fresh snow had fal- len by tonight and the storm continues. No trains' passed over Cumbres
hill to or from Denver.
The Rio
Grande Southern, which was opened
Friday after being closed twelve days
by the snow, is again blocked. The
line to Silverton has now been blocked
for fourteen days. On two different
occasions the line was almost opened
when another" fall of snow, causing
slides1, has necessitated the work being done over again. A work train
would have been into Silverton today
had not this last snow come. Re-- .
portfrom Silverton state that about
an equal amount of snow fell there
but no glides were reported.
Thft
storm is reported general over south-weste- rn
Colorado.
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tore

The Big

MINOR CITY TOPICS
Feb.

Denver, Colo.,

Clearing
Sale
OF

Ladies Winter Wear
Half Regular Price
Will Buy

TUESDAY,

23.

Established 1856.

The X

U

Co.

OUR ANNUAL

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR

s

Vegas Sunday and Monday.
Fine Music at Elks' Dance Many
words of praise were heard this morning about the fine dance music furnished last evening at the Elks' ball
by Morrison's Orchestra of five pieces.
Reception at Catron Residence The
reception tonight at the beautiful Catron residence will be a social event
of the first magnitude and will mark
social
the close of the

1909.

23,

Incorporated 1903

Seligman Bros.

weather forecast for New Max- X ico: Fair weather tonight and jj
Wednesday with warmer weather X
S
Wednesday.
X $
$ S
$
Seventeen pounds of Sugar for $1 at
the Xo. 4 Grocery and Bakery.
Sleigh Bells at Las Vegas Says the
Optic: "The merry jingle of
was heard on the streets of Las
sleigh-bell-

FEBRUARY

I Why ksuf fer with
pain when

.

MONDAY FEBRUARY 8TH.

BALLARD'S SNOW
WILL

.

AND WILL CONTINUE DURING

LINIMENT

n

WILL COMMENCE

i

CURE

'

THE BALANCE OFTHE MONTH.

Ranch House Goes Up In Flames
This important event reveals unusual bargains. In adRHEUMATISM. CUTS, OLD
Near Santa Rosa last week, the large
SORES,
SPRAINS,
WOUNDS,
dition toquality that is corect. Our underwear has other
ranch house of E. H. Salanar was de- STIFF JOINTS, NEURALGIA,
commendable
stf lyed by fire. It. Is supposed to
features. Exclusiveness of styles and
SCALDS, ETZ.,
have been set on fire accidentally by
G. A. Priedel, Dallas, Tex.
an unusually large assortment to select from.
writes: "I use Ballard's Snow
tramps camping west of Santa Rosa.
Liniment for my family. It
Wedding at Albuquerque Henry
THE PRICES THE LOWEST EVER QUOTED.
is the best Liniment made.
Xewby, an employe of the Santa Fe
relieves burns and scalds.'
It
Miss
and
Bertha
Wardwell,
System,
25c, 50c and $1.00
daughter of S. Wardwell, were mar
ried at Albuquerque on Sunday afterFOR A HALF CENTURY
Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
'Phone 219
P O Box 36.
noon by Rev. W. J. Marsh of the
THE LEADING DRY GOODS
ST. LOUIS, MO.,
Presbyterian church.
Killed On Railroad Track Patin
HOUSE IN THE CITY.
Rowa,
Tara of Santa
Guadalupe
Sold and Recommended by
county, fell under a freight train at
'SCMER DRUG COMPANY
The
Vaughn on the Belen cut-ofsucand
he
off
his
cut
both
cars
legs
:. limbed
to his frightful Injuries the o a. m.; mean temperature, it aedetrom
normal,
grees;
it
departure
at
same day. The funeral was held
grees; relative humidity at C a. m.,
Santa Rosa.
97 per cent; relative humidity at G p.
Promotion for Indian Employe
m., 83 per cent; relative humidity, avLoren O. Johnson, stenographer In
erage for the day, 90 per cent. Averthe office of Charles E. Dagenette, at
age
depth of snow on ground at G p.
Albuquerque, employment agent for m., 3.3 inches. Lowest temperature
the Pueblo Indians, has been prolast night, 3 degrees. Precipimoted to assistant supervisor of In- during for the 24
tation
hours ending at G
dian employment and will make his a.
m., 0.02 of an inch.
Temperature
headquarters in Utah.
at fi a. m. today, 8 degreor..
Death of Healthseeker at Albuquer-- ,
Change of Pictures Satisfactory
aud que After three years' residence in
At the opera house a
ience saw the change of pictures and Albuquerque, William Maywood of
as promised they were all high class. Jonesboro, Arkansas?, died at St. JoXo more waits or breaking of films, seph's Sanitarium in the Duke City.
but the show is up to the standard
that the management has tried to
(Continued On Page Eight.)
Don't fail to see this change
maintain.
and also; hear the song "Alabama."
Granted Divorce Mrs. Virginia L. THE FOUNDER OF INDIGESTION.
THEY NEVER GO OUT
The founder of indigestion was Noah;
Roberts, was today graned a Anal de- the pigs ashore.
cree o'f divorce by Judge John R. Mc-Fi- lie forgot to leave
the hog comes lard; from lard,
From
in the district court of the First indigestion. The moment you put
d
COLES
THE ORIGINAL
food into your stomachy "you
COLES
judicial district for Santa Fe county,
pressing invitation for dyspepfrom William H. Roberts, who aban send a come
Downdraft
and only Absolutel?
and take possession.
Magazine for
sia to
doned her five years ago at Taos. The
You don't need to use lard, though,
Air
Air
Hard Cold
Tight
Tight
custody of the three children is given unless you want to; there Is a cooking
can
stomach
food
makes
any
that
fat
of
thia,
Mrs. Roberts who is a resident
'easily digest. It is COTTOLENE; no
city.
hog fat just pure vegetable oil, nutriThe
cuts represent the nearest aproach
Taking Testimony in Contest Cases tious, wholesome; makes flaky pie
W. E. Gortner of Las Vegas was at crust, crisp doughnuts, light, rich rolls
to
modern
heating of anything ever placed on the
and cake in fact, all the things you
Raton five days last week taking tes- like, but cannot eat perhaps, because
market m the way of stoves. We were fortunate
timony in five contest cases brought they do not "agree."
in
COTTOLENE
well
named
been
has
securing the agency for this line and respect
by the general land office against
"the perfect shortening." (
who filed homesteads on what
fully invite inspection of same. Owing to the fact
are classed as coal lands. The deof having purchased heavily. We are in position
AGENTS WANTED
fendants are: A. C. Voorhees, John
to make exceedingly low prices.!
A. Craig, Anton. Pnngartnek and Hig- inio Pino.
WOULD 6 A DAY LOOK GOOD TO YOU?
mid women earn large incomes
Warmer Weather Predicted The Live men
selling our latest importations; silk opera
warmer
scarfs, merry widow waist patterns, etc.,
weather bureau promises fair,
sales; bid profits; no competition.
weather for tomorrow. The minimum easy
Write quick for exclusive territory. H.
deGOLDBKKtt & SONS. IM PORTERS,
temperature yesterday was six
OMAHA NEBRASKA.
28
maximum
the
degrees.
grees and
G
p. m. was
The relative humidity at
83 per cent. The average depth of
snow on the ground, 3.3 inches; the
preciptation was .02 of an inch. The
lowest temperature last night was 3)
For anything and everything appertaining to Printug or Binding
degrees. At 6 o'clock this morning it
call
on
the New Mexican Printing Company.
8
was
degrees.
Telephone No I4ti Red
Weather Report Maximum temMRS. OTTO RETSCH.
perature, 28 degrees at 3:55 p. m.;
minimum temperature, 6 degrees at
It Goes Against the Grain
.

LQJ1G

SrT COATS

&

TAILOXADE SUITS
SHIRTS

PETTICOTS

--

f.

WAISTS.

4F0R

Economy in Fuel

PERSONAL PROPFCRTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN

Appearance

j

1206.
On notei, diamonds and jewelry as ow as $10 and fti Mfh
Loans are strictly private. Time one month to or 9 year. Ratea are
reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.

Win. FARAfl

at SALMON Store

NATHAN SALMON.
Phone

San Francisco 6treet.

The largest and the only

ifcore

up-to-d-

10S.

in Santa. Fa.

fair-size-

Cleanliness
There isNothing
So Pleasing
as a COLES air

d

Tight Heaters

r

lard-cooke-

ONE

SPECIAL

WEEK

SPECIAL

abce

Cail

100 Bars

$2.65 per Box

kJoap

also Pifi Frujt jn Gal. Cans
AT REDUCED PRICES

Winter 6rocery
Plaza, Santa Fe.

Co.

Telephone

No. 40.

vv

FRESH EGGS

CREAM & MILK

FEEBLE OLD LADY

Has Strength Restored By

CALL

Ap SEE

FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,

Deco-

rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.

S. Spitz

JEWELER

FROM THE HEART
when a man buys Feed and finds
OF THE WOOD it is of an inferior
qaality, He
does" Lot feel line buying it at the

same place again. We keep our
customers because they know
tliey can always rely upon getting
the best and purest Horse Feed
that can be purchased hereabout
The best Oats and Corn, and the
kind that fatten and strengthens
the animals, and keeps then in

Vinol
Mrs. Michael Bloom of Lewistown,
Pa., who is 80 years of age, says: "For
a long time I have been so feeble that
I have had to be wheeled around In
an invalid's chair. I had no strength
and took cold at the slightest provocation, which invariably settled on my
lungs, and a cough would result. My
6on learned of the cod liver preparation called Vinol, and procured a
bottle for me. It built up my strength
rapidly, and after taking three bottles
I am able to do most ot my work, and
I can walk a quarter of a mile easily.
Every aged or weak person who requires strength should try Vinol. I am
delighted with what it has done for
me." .
As a body builder and strength creator for old people, delicate children,
n
after
persons, and
weak,
sickness, Vinol is unexcelled. If it
fails to give satisfaction we will return your money.
run-dow-

MANUFACTURER

HARDWARE CO.

CO.

STRIPLING-BURROW-

ZOOM'S
Benzoin Witch Hazel
and Almond Cream Compound

good condition;

;

Sole A?encv for
INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN, POTATOES, SALT StEDS I
comes the best of the timber. We The only exclusive grain house In Santa Fe N. M.
have the choicest Lumber in stock
that was ever felled good, sound
stuff that is tough and strong, and
DIAMONDS
fit for almost any purpose. We cater
to the nest builders because they
want the best Lumber. Ours Is all
thoroughly dried out and free from
s
and imperfections.
knots,
Goo&f
Try the stuff for one job, then you'll
YRIGHT 8EHVICC
want it for evry Job.

H.

pith-hole-

Q YONTZ

MEXICAN

right

EH HFRSCH

Ubiuvu

WATCHES

FILIGREE ntttd

JEWELER-

By Up.t05

Data Method.

CUT GIA8Sr CHINA AND SIVERWfcrtE.
Franciaco Street,
Fe. N. M.

S"a

S4S Van

Elegant Preparation for
Chapped Hands, Face, Lips, i i i
or roughness of the skin.
SOLD
Removes tan, sunburn, ONLY AT
makes the skin soft and
white. Excellent to use
after shaving.
A

i
Zoo

i i

Mil
E:

's Pharmacy

mini

m

TUESDAY,

FEBRUARY

23,

1909.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

--

TIME TABLE ALL LINES

No. 02050.

Entering and Leaving Santa Fe

Department of the Interior,
V. S. Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 15, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Anas-'taciTrujlllo, on February 20, 1903,
made homestead entry No. 7436, for
E
of N. W. 4 of Section 34,
Township 14 N, Range 9 E, M.,' has
filed notice of intention to make final
r
proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before the
Tnited States land office at Santa Fe,
N. M., on the 24th day of March, 1909.
o
Claimant names as witnesses:
N.
Feliz
M.;
Chavez, Galesteo,
Montoya, of Galesteo, N. M.; Andres
Pacheco, of Santa Fe, N. M.; EJinio
--Pacheco,
of Santa Fe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Com-

piled According to Schedule of
Troins Now In Effect.

ac

TITAN OF THE

WORLD'S CHASMS
Wonders of the Grand Canyon Illustrated By Comparison With Other
Mighty Objects.

o

NEW MEXICO CENTRAL.
Southbound, leaves Santa Fe
(By John L. Cowan.)
2:25 p. m.
Some of America's most gifted writNo. 2. Northbound, arrives in Santa
ers have tried to describe the Grand
Fe at 5:20 p. m.
.
Canyon cf Arizona, but have been
DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
compelled to acknowledge their inabilNo. 426. Eastbound, leaves Santa Fe
ity to find words at all adequate to
at 10:45 a. m.
theme. It hus ben photographed
their
No. 425. Westbound, arrives in Santa
fom a thousand view "points, and faFe at 3:40 p. m.
mous artists have tried to transfei
to
canvas its lights and shadows and
ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE.
matchless
coloring. But the producLamy Branch.
tions of briuh and canvas are on a
scale so .microscopic when compared
Depart From Santa Fe Station.
Register.
the mighty original that they
No. 20
.... 8:25 a. m. with
convoy no: the slightest conception
No. 722
4:20 p. ni. of
its immensity and grtfndeur.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
No. 724
7:20
p ni.
Not Coal Land.
Granting that the Grand Canyon cannot be adequately described, photoSerial No. 08030.
Lamy Branch Arrives at Santa Fe. graphed or painted, it may yet be posof
the
Interior,
Department
No. 721
11:10 a. m.
U. S. Land Office,
sible to give a few comparisons that
No. 723
6:50 p. m.
will convey some impression of its
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 20, 1909.
No. 725
10:55 p. ni.
"Notice is hereby given that
Paz
magnitude. Its total length from the
No. 720 connects with Nos. 10 and 2,
DeN.
on
confluence of the Green river to its outof
M., who,
Nambe,
'Roybal
east, and No. 3, Limited, west, at let in the Gulf of California is more
cember 10, 190G. made Homestead enLamy.
7
than seven hundred miles. With its
try Serial No. 08030 No.
No. 722 connects with No. 1, west, at
W
NE
for
numerous laterals and side canyons of
. of
of Sec-tlo- n No.Lamy.
the first magnitude, Its length exceeds
ud S 2 of NW
7 carries El Paso sleeper.
19
one thousand miles. The great Bcenic
25, Township
N., Range 10 E., No. 724 connects
with Nos. 7 and 9,
division commonly referred to by the
N. M., P. M., has filed notice of inwestbound, and Nos. 4 and 8,
r
tention to make final
depth of more than a mile from the
proof,
rim to the river, is two hundred and
to establish claim to the land above
seventeen miles long. It has been esdescribed, before the register and reMain Line via Lamy.
oftimated that if all the earth and rock
ceiver of the United States land
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 11th
that has been and will be excavated
to Albuquerque to discharge passen- for
the construction of the Panama
day of March, 1909.
gers from Santa Fe.
Claimant tames as witnesses: RaCanal, from the very inception of that
No. 721 leaves Lamy at
a. m.,
fael Montoya, Anacleto
great enterprise' by the French comContreras,
not. wait for No. 2 from the
will
and
Martin Gonzales arid Vincente Jimuntil its ultimate completion
west at Lamy, waiting only for No. pany hence
enez, all of Santa Fe, N. M.
by the American govern10 rrom the south, and No. 3 from years
ment, could be dumped into this geat
'
MANUEL R. OTERO,
the east
rift in the Arizona plateau, it would
Register.
still require twenty thousand times as
Save Money by Buyrng chamber- much more to fill it; and the surface
The New Mexican Printing- - comlain's Cough Remedy.
territory would
area of the built-uYou will pay just as much for a bot- be more than sixteen thousand square
pany ha& prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of Jus- tle of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy miles, or equal to the whole of Switztices of the po ce. They are especial- as for any of the other cough medi erland, or to Massachusetts, Rhode
ly ruled, with "printed headings, in cines, but you save money in buying Island, Connecticut and Delaware
either Spanish or English, made of it. The saving is in what yea get, combined. If the tallest peak east of
good record paper, strongly and dur- not what you pay. The
the Rocdes- could be planted on the
ably bound, wdth leather t,ack and you quality is in every bottle of this level of the Colorado river, its sumcovers and canvas sides, hail full remedy, and you get good results mit would still be far below the feet
Index in front and the rees of justices when you take it. Neglected colds of- of the observer standing upon the rim.
of the peace and constables printed ten develop serious conditions, and if H were noss ble to take tne wnoie
in full on the first page. The pages when you buy a cough medicine you chain of the Allegheny mountains,
are 10
inches. These books are want to be sure you are setting one turn them upside down and dump
made up in civil and criminal dockets, that will cure your cold. Chamber- them into the Grand Canyon, there
separate of 32 pages each, or- - with lain's Cough Remedy always cures. would still be a tremendous canyon
both civil and criminal bound in one Price 25 and 50 cents a bottle. For left. The tallest building ever erected
book, 80 pages civdl and 320 pages sale by all druggists.
bv human hands is the new Singer
a
criminal. To introduce them they are
building in New York City, with
offered at the following prices
The New Manc&ti rnnttne comDan? tower extending C12 feet above the
Civil or Criminal
and fnnndnfions. It would take ten sucn
$2.75 has ready and for sale
Combined Civil and Criminal .. 4.00 correct compilations of the territorial buildings to reach - from the bottom
For 45 cents additional for a single incorporation laws, price 75 cents, of to the top of the Grand Canyon at
docket, or 55 cents additional for a the territorial road laws. DDrice 50 Rriiiht. .Aneel. and there are places
combination docket, they will be sent cents, and of the terrltovlal mining where the walls are much higher. The
by mail or prepaid express. Cash in laws, price 50 cents per cony. These greatest of the pyramids of Egypt 13
lull must ' accompany order. State can be purchased by applyinsr in mr- - 485 feet high, the Washington monuon
plainly whether English or Spanish eon or by mail at the office of the ment is 555 feet tall, and the hat surthat
Penn
company.
William
of
is
wanted.
the statue
printed heading
mnnnts the City Hall at Philacieipma
if
In sickness, if a certain hidden nerve is 537 feet above the street level,
were
planted
of
Cheops
the
pyramid
goes wrong, then the organ that this
nerve controls will also surely fail. It nnnn the. floor of the Grand Canyon,
Hall balanced
may be a Stomach nerve, or it may the Philadelphia City
and
the
wasmngiou
its
apex,
have given strength ana support to upon
THE
the Heart or Kidneys. It was Dr. mnnnmptit noised unon that, their aga
would reach onTy
Shoop that first pointed to this vital gregate height
to tne top. in
of
the
way
Dr.
truth..
Snoop's Restorative wa3 quarter
with this "Titan of Chasms"
not made to dose the Stomach nor to
of the Gunnison, the
temporarily stimulate the Heart or the Black Canyon
uie
method Grand Canyon of the Arkansas, can-Kidneys. That
j
the
of
the
corce
Niagara,
is all wrong. Dr. Shoop's Restorative evpnt
Yosemite,
and
Yellowstone
of
the
to
these failing inside yous
goes directly
nerves. The remarkable success of and all other famous gorges anu
The
this prescription demonstrates the canyons are paltry and insignificant.
wisdom of treating the actual cause of Of its kind, it is truly "the greatest
and
For all Coughs
Colds,
these failing organs. ' And it Is indeed thing in the world."
in
and
both
children
easy to prove. A simple five or ten
Diarrhoea,
Ordinarily the idea of a canyon is
test
will
tell.
It
with the' thought of tower
and
once,
days
Rheumatism.
afiosciated
Try
surely
Kidney
adults,
and see! Sold by Stripling, Burrows ing mountains, pierced by a dark ana
Stomach Complaints.
& Co.
The only mountains
narow chasm.
. There is no more efficient
Grand
Canyon are those in
the
near
Liniment and Medicated Oil
comprised within
mountain
range
the
comThe New Mexican Printing
than the INTERNATIONAL.
walls.
its.
Although these rise 6,000
pany has on hand a large supply of
the level of the sea, and
above
feet
pads and tablets suitable, for school
their foundations,
above
work,- - the desk, and also for lawyers 5,000 feet
ornaments of em
mere
are
thev
yet
and merchants; good everywhere.
These rouiodles can be found
been
We will sell them at 5 cents in book bellishments. ;The canyon has
curresistless
For Sale by all Druggists and
the
carved mainly by
form.
Colorado
through
rent
river,
of
the
Dealers In Medicine
the' successive strata of the almost
Ask Yourself the Question.
level plateau. It is the grandest
Why not use Chamberlain's Pain
of the irresistible might
Balm when you have rheumatism?
'
of the erosive forces of nature known,
Compounded Solely, By
We feel Bure that the result will be
showing how the very foundations of
THE INTERNATIONAL MEDICINE CO
prompt and satisfactory. One applt. the world were laid.
cation relieves the pain, and many
OF NEW MEXICO.
Most visitors reach it by way of
have been permanently cured by its
Grand Canyon railroad, a spur of
the
25
use.
50
cent
and
Central
sizes. For sale
New Mexico
Uie Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe,
by all druggists.
running from Williams, Arizona, to
S9K the very rim, 63 miles north, terminating at Grand Canyon station. This
little branch line lies for a part of the
way across a jsombre desert of "mal
pais," or hard, black lava. After this
has been passed, the road enters a
OF
scanty forest of pines and cedars.
Whether this road or the longer wagon road from : Flagstaff, across the
Painted Desert be selected, the eye
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
of the traveler scans the horizon in
vain for any hint of the tremendous
school whose aim is to prepare young men and women gorge that lies ahead, until it breaks
upon the astonished vision almost at
JFU for practical life under modem 'conditions. Complete one's feet. " ' ..
It is not a mere vacant cleft in the
JTMi College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
plateau; a whole under world lies at
one's feet, bounded by a blank, pre
O'vil and Electrical Engineering and ir. Household Ecocipitous wall miles away, and filled
with towering ranges of gaudy mounnomics; Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agricultains. At the terminus of the Grand
ture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
Canyon railroad, the distance across
chasm ( in an air line is thirteen
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities the
miles. At that point, one might cast
a stone that would fall more than
for self support. ,
.
feet without encountering any
For Catalogue and further information, address the President.
obstacle to its downward progress.
Then there Is a wide, shelving plateau, .and then another sheer drop almost to th.a level of the river. The
No. 1.

1--

2

five-yea-

Mar-garit-

10,-361-- 4

2

4

five-yea-

10-1-

p

sure-to-cur-

-

e-

GET TO USING

cum-oriso-

They Are

n

Best

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE
AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS

W. E.

Garrison,

Agricultural College, N.JMex.

.
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vertical distance to the river at this
point is about 6,000 feet, but the op

posite wall is a full thousand feet
higher.
New Mexico Military Institute1
t'p and down the canyon, as far as
the vision can carry, are strange, fanROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
tastic, castellated mountains, chis"The Weat Point of the Southwest."
eled by the river as it ate its way
Army Officers Detailed by War Department.
down to its present narrow channel.
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
It requires no effort of the imagina"A."
tion to distinguish In these the forms
Through Academic course, preparing young
of gigantic towers, minarets, pagodas,
men for college or for business life. Great
mosques, temples, castles, palaces,
amount of open air work. Healthlets location
cathedrals and other architectural
of
any Military School in the Union. Located
forms.
u the beautiful
Pecos Valley the garden
The illusion is heightened by the
spot of tha West at an elevation of 3,700
barbaric wealth of color. The canyon
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
wails and the infra-mura- l
mountains
Ittie rain or snow during session.
are banded with red, rose, orange, salmon, white and gray, harmoniously
Eleven Officers, and Instructors, all gradublended by the
ates from siardard
eastern colleges. Ten
haze so familiar throughout the arid
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
Southwest.
Every hour the scene
and modern In all respwets.
changes with the shifting lights and
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
shi'dows. Points that had seemed unG, Hamilton, Vice President; J, Phelps White,
mistakably on the distant opposite
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W,
wall suddenly loom out clear and disA Fllyan
tinct as isolated peaks; and other
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
peaks that had been viewed as conspicaddress.
uous and unchanging landmarks fade
COL. JA. W. WILL30N,
from view, lose their individuality,
and appear to merge into the far-of- f
;
Superintendent
wall. One need not move an inch to
see a new canyon every hour.
The hast satisfactory time to view
the shifting panorama is at noon,
when the vertical rays of the sun
cast glaring high lights upon every These celebrated Hot Springs are lo- est alkalln Hot Springs In the worla.
detail of the picture, The most in- cated in the midst of the Ancient Cliff The efficiency of theee waters has
e
milec west of been thoroughly tested by the miracspiring moments are from the first Dwellings, twenty-fivto In the followglimmer of dawn until after sunrise, Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa ulous cures attested
Rheumetlem
miles
diseases:.
from
twelve
about
and
ing
Paralysis,
Fe,
when the ruddy rays spring from
Rio Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright'a Disease
on
and
Denver
the
Station,
to
to
from
headland
and
peak
peak
a of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercurheadland, almost cheating the spec-- i Grande Railroad, from which point
ial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, I
to
runs
the
line
of
springs.
stage
dally
tutor into the thought that he beholds
etc
of these waters. !e Grippe, al Female Complaints,
The
temperature
a world in the making
less
Hardly
and
122
$2.50
are
90
to
The
Eoard,
from
per
bathing
lodging
gases
degrees.
thrillin:; i the scene from sunset until darkness, when the last tints of sarbonlc. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate day; $15 per week; $50 per month.
very dry and delightful the entire year Stage meets Denver trains and wa'.ti
gold die out, wiien the rose-tintedomes and turrets turn gray and slow- round. Ther Is now i commodious ho- for SantJ Fe train upen request. This
convenience of Invalids and resort ie attractive at all seasons and
ly fade into nothingness, and when tel for the
touriats.
suffering from Con- ie open all winter. Passengers for OJr
People
the purple shadows
creep upward j
at a. m.
e
from the depths.
Then the mellow sumption, cancer, and other contagl-ou- Caiiente can leave Santa Fe
4
Calicn'.e
at
not
and
reach
are
p. m., th
These
Ojo
diseases,
after-gloaccepted.
floods dome and turret in
evanescent glory; and as it dies the waters contain 1,626.24 grains of alka same day. For further particulars
Miifk wings of nigH stem to flutter line salts to the gallon, being the rich
from the profound and appalling
nfcyss. When the moon brightens the
shades rrc but half dispe.led;
the
M
OloCaltenle. Taot County.
far off wall is hardly visible, and one
s
io h and upon the brink of the
w ild, with etenial chaos beyond
a
mountains
of
floating
region
spectral
precariously among the mists and vapors of illimitable space.
The distance across the canyon "as
the crow files" varies from 10 to 20
miles. The vertical height of the rim
from the river, through more than
two hundred miles of the canyon's
TO- length, is nowhere less than a mile,
anil in many places is from 0,000 to
7,500 feet. Despite the mystic Southwestern haze, there are few parts of
the earth where the human vision Save
Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
carries farther. From Grand View
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
may be seen the peaks of mountains
120 miles distant.
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Within a distance of fifty miles,
there are six trails leading from the Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
top of the south wall down to the
and all Foreign Countries
.
river's edge. These are known as the
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
Tanner trail, Hance's trail, Bright
Angel trail, Bass trail, Dripping
Spring trail and Grand View. The.
safest, easiest and most traveled of
these is Bright Angel trail, starting
near the terminus of the Grand Canyon railroad, and extending through
a vertiginous seven miles to the river's brink. By means of these six
30,000
narrow and dizzy pathways,
tourists descend into the canyon every
year. Two or three dangerous, but
Has been established eighteen years. It has seven
practicable, trails have been discovered from the river to the top of the
buildings, including two dormitories one for men and
canyon wall; but the great Kaibab
one for women. It has a faculty of sixteen instructplateau north of the canyon is a waterless and almost unexplored wildors, especially educated and trained for their respecerness.
From the rim to the river and back
tive departments .'Jits students are yearly increasing
again by any of the trails is a hard
in numbers.
.
day's work, whether one travels afoot
or on mule back; but ihe experience
College of Letters and
is one that none who have had it
deone
As
would willingly forget.
Sciences, Engineering,
scends from the top to the bottom, he
Education,
Preparatory
passes from a cold temperate to a
Commercial.
climate, experiencing as great
an atmospheric change as is involved
in a trip from New York to Key West.
If the view is sublime and
from the rim, it Is almost overpowering from the river's edge. The
at reasonable rates
turgid stream that looks like a mere
Address
President W. G. TIGHT,
ribbon from Rowe's Point is seen to m
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
be a deep and dangerous torrent, boiling and fretting at the bottom of a
granite gorge 2,000 feet in depth,
mountains,
flanked by tall,
with the frowning canyon walls on
either side. There is a saying that
whosoever, drinks of the red waters
of the Colorado, however far he may
Wander, will return to drink again be27 an Franclece StreA
fore he dies. It is certain that few
have ever viewed the Grand Canyon,
whether they drank of the muddy
s'tream or not, without experiencing a
haunting desire to return and view
once more the incomparable spectacle. :" .,
With one of the great rivers of
Blankete, Baskete, Wax, Feather andLlnen Drawn Work,
America but little more than a mile
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Qeme .
OUR MOTTO: T Have the Beat of Everything In Owr Lint,
away in a straight line, it seems a little, curious at first thought that the
hotels at the head of Bright Angel
trail are supplied with water hauled
in tank, cars from Williams, 63 miles
distant. It is a forcible ilustration of
the fact that in matters of transportation distance is sometimes of much
less moment than direction. To pump
the water, from the river to the hotels
a mile above Its level would be hardly
practicable; and to pack the great
quantities required up the steep zigzag of 'Bright Angel trail on mule
back would be still more difficult.
Four miles down the trail is a spring
from which a sufficient quantity might
be secured; but it is located on a mining claim, whose owner demands the

(fir

Indian-summer-lik- e

.

0JQ CALIEfJTE fj0T SPRINGS.

Bar-ane-

o
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ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proorietor.

Wells Fargo & Company
Express
General Express Forwarders

All

Parts of the World.

J. D. BARNES. Aaent

f

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE

sub-tropi- c

ROOM AND BOARD AT THE

g

rose-tinte-

d

Mi

liaq

"

aao nexi&an Wares

aso Curios

CORRICK CARRIAGE CO.

Haek

g

bin

,120 San Francisco St.

Call op 132 Black for Carriages.

(Continued on Page Seven.)
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RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
f .20
Dally, per week, by carrier
Dally, per month, by carrier..... .75
65
Oally, per month, by mail
7.00
Dally, per year, by mail

Daily, six montus, by

mail...... (3. 75

Weekly, per year
Weekly, six mouths
Weekly, per quarter

2.00
1.00
.76

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
The New Mexican is tha oldest newspaper In New Mexico. It ia pent to
tvery postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
ong the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
UNION(

THE EARTH AND DRY FARMING.
The editor of the New Mexican has
before him the February copy of the
Earth, and while not as large a lium- ber as that which preceded it or that
published last fall to commemorate
the Irrigation Congress at Albuquerque, he is impressed with the beautiful half tones and the timely descriptive articles from the pens of F. L.

and
George Fleming
Vandegrift,
other boosters of the Southwest, The
greater part of the issue is devoted
to dry farming and it should therefore
be carefully read by every "dry
farmer" in New Mexico. Professor J.
I). Tinsley is quoted as saying "that in
dry farming there are two schools.
One is to plant every year and the
In
$ other to plant every other year.
New Mexico they plant every year.
The theory of the second named
'"school is that by saving the moisture
'"
(lainfall) of the first year to assist
I: the crop growth the second, better re-:- "
suits are obtained. This may or may
r.ot be true, but in New Mexico the
rainfall, if properly conserved, is
enough for good crops every year."
'Bully for New Mexico, if that is the
case!
It seems the advantage lies
with the Sunshine Territory every
lime. But Mr. Tinsley is given several columns himself in the current
number and he tells from the New
Mexico standpoint just what the dry
farmer should do and what he may
expect. He explains that dry farming is not new in New Mexico, that
natives and Indians have been practicing if for centuries, especially with
corn and beans, under the name of
"temporal" farming to distinguish it
from farming by irrigation. Profes
sor Tinsley gives the precipitation
necessary to successful dry farming as
inches per
from fifteen to twenty-fiv- e
year and that the greater part of this
should come during the growing season. To insure a successful crop, at
least twelve inches should fall beThis
tween April and September.
dry
limits the area for successful
farmin; to much less than the thirteen nrlUon acres which the government gives as the area for dry farming in New Mexico, bui upon the
sufftheory that fourteen inches is
icient "for the purpose of the Campbell
method. However, it is better to be
conservative as is Professor Tinsley
than to make claims that experience
desill not verify. Profess if
fines the fundamental ideas of dry
farming to be "the storage of the
limited rainfall in the soil and the
glowing of those varieties of crops
which can mature with a minimum
r mount of water." It isn't Quite the
Campbell definition, but comes nearer
to describing what is undei stood by
'temporal" farming in the Southwest.
But to return to "The Earth." This
publication ia dolus more than any
other agency at present to draw desirThe
able settlers to the Southwest.
prints
instance,
for
number,
February
a dozen pictures illustrative of actual
crop results near WfHard in the
These pictures tell
Valley.
more convincingly than words that,
t'ry farming is a success in New
and that, in regions with less than
fourteen inches a year of rainfall.
Mex"-Sco-

TAKING THE INITIATIVE.
Perhaps, no federal department,' is
wound, about by so much red tape, the
relic of European traditions, than the
war department, and yet in no department is the. value of initiative so
ipparent as right there. All through
American and even European history
are scattered the tales of heroes who
cut the "red tape" that fettered them
and won great victories, while there
are also stories of great deeds frustrated by the adherence to rules and
by implicit obedience to orders. Says
the Denver Republican:
"The death of Geronimo calls to
mind the unique and successful plan
General Nelson A. Miles put in effect
when he ended the career of that wily
chief on the warpath some

Apache
twenty-tw-

o

years

ago.

"Geronimo liad been captured time
and again, but always found it easy
to break away from the reservation,
after' a period of quiet which gave him
an opportunity of collecting arms and
ammunition and filling his depleted
bad
ranks with fresh "broncos" or
when he
one
occasion,
On
Apaches.
surrendered to Crook in Mexico, he
takraided the surrounding country, Mexthe
"Etock
from
ing much live
took this
icans and then actually

States
stolen property to the United Crook
escort-Gen- eral
under military
make the Apaches
being powerless to stock. .;ystolen
the
back
give
effected
"But when Captain Lawton Miles
General
capture,
Geronimo's :
Fort Bowie and ordered fecial train. Then Geronimo
"broncos" were put aboard
ISSer heavy guard, and the train was

jtjLABFL'r

headed east and was kept going.
This was done without knowledge of
General
at Washington.
anybody
Miles, like Dewey at Manila, had vir-- j
tually "cut the wires" and freed him-- !
self from bureaucratic interference,
He knew that, if affairs were left to
Washington authorities, the same old
program would be repeated. Geron-;iniwould be returned to the reserva-- !
tion, and in due time would again
But when the
take to the warpath.
astounding news "Was received at
Washington that Geronimo and his
bad Apaches were on a train, bound
for the east, it was decided that perhaps General Miles had taken the
right course, and the result was that
the Apache chief never returned to
the haunts he had reddened with the
blood of white men.
Wasse
named
Ciricahua
"One
jumped from the train as it was trav- eling across Texas, and managed to
make his way back to Arizona. He
turned up in the mountains and re-- :
mained an outlaw for years but the
fighting spirit of the tribe was broken
when the wily Geronimo outtricked at
the last, was hustled eastward without
any other authority than that of Gen-ierMiles.
"It was not the first instance in
which great good has been accomplished by "cutting the wires" nor
will it be the last. It is the American
soldier's broad grasp of a situation,
and his willingness to "take a chance"
on his own responsibilty that makes
him the greatest fighter in the world
and this trait was never better exemplified than when General Miles refused to wait for orders from Washington regarding the final disposition
of Geronimo."
o

EDUCATIONAL

TO

QUESTIONS
FORE.
The report of the Council committee on education upon the Navarro
Resolution asking for an investigation
of the cost of the higher institutions
of learning in the territory and in
what particulars they duplicate each
other's work, is awaited with much
interest. Reports from other states
have been received by the committee
and it has sifted voluminous data furnished by the annual reports of the
territory's various educational institutions. The territorial exchanges of
the New Mexican are giving the question of education much attention as
is apparent from the following comments from the Socorro Chieftain:
"Mr. Navarro's council resolution
looking toward an investigation of the
work of territorial institutions of
higher education to ascertain if they
are duplicating each other's work and,
if so. to confine each of them to the
purpose for which it was created, is a
movement in exactly the right direction. If it is found, for instance, that
the University is giving courses in
mine engineering and civil engineering which the School of Mines was
especially created to give, has been
to give, and is
equipped
fully
sucwith gratifying
now
giving
is
a
manifest
there
cess,
waste of good money in the du
plication, and the University should
be compelled to leave the School of
Mines in full possession of the field
of its legitimate work. By all means,
let Mr. Navarro's resolution be
adonted by the territorial legislature
and let the unnecessary and expen
sive duplication of work at the territory's various Institutions of higher
education be stopped once for all.
for the mainten"Appropriations
ance and support of New Mexico's institutions of higher education should
be liberal but not extravagant. No
intelligent and loyal citizen of the territory will object to such a policy.
Besides, it would hardly enhance New
Mexico's good reputation abroad to
have it become known that she had
cutbegun the exercise of economy by
the
for
her
down
appropriations
ting
education.
of
higher
purposes
"Superintendent J. E. Clark's idea
of consolidating several rural school
districts into one has much to commend it. Theoretically it is good and
elsepractically it has been approved
One good modern school
where.
house, a well qualified and well paid
teacher, and free transportation for
substipupils, are certainly desirable
school
of
hovels
several
tutes for
houses, poorly qualified and miserably
paid teachers, and few pupils irregular In attendancse. It is to be hoped
that the present legislative assembly
will see fit to , put Superintendent
Clark's idea to a practical test.
,

There are so many good points about
the Robert's election bill that it should
nnt h allowed to sleep in committee
but should be promptly passed by both
Houses with such modification as the
rnliertive wisdom of the legislators
will suggest. There is need of a re-

23,

1909.

"You left this
officers and men:
coast in a high state of battle efficiency and you return with your effiincreased; better prepared
ciency
than when you left not only in personnel, but even in material." How
the New York World and other newspapers of that class had railed at the
president for starting the fleet on its
of the Globe; how
circumnavigation
they had prophesied war and disaster
and had intimated that the fleet
would never return! Verily,' President Roosevelt has made history, has
made it to order, instead of waiting
supinely for great events to happen.

Deafness Cannot Be Cured
Many Sleepless Nights, Owing to a
Persistent Cough. Relief Found
cannot
as
local
by
applications,
they
at Last.
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deaf"For several winters past my wife
ness, and that is by constitutional has been troubled with a most persistremedies. Deafness is caused by an ent and disagreeable cough, which ininflamed condition of the mucous lin- variably extended over a period of
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When this several weeks and caused her many
MARKING THE SANTA FE TRAIL.
tube is inflamed you have a rumbling slepless nights,' writes Will J. Hay-ne- r,
Senator Major and Representative
sound or imperfect hearing, and when
editor of the Burley, Colo., Bulit is entirely closed deafness Is the letin. "Various remedies were tried
Branch, have each introduced in the
Missouri legislature a bill appropriatresult, and unless the inflammation each year, with no beneficial results.
can be taken out and this tube re- In November last the cough again put
ing $:i,0(i0 to mark the Old Santa Fe
Trail in Missouri.
Kansas is doing
stored to its normal condition, hear- In an appearance and my wife, acting
similar work and Colorado lias foling will be destroyed
forever; nine on the suggestion of a friend, purlowed the example of these two states.
cases out of ten are caused by Ca- chased a bottle of Chamberlain's
New Mexico, too, several years ago,
tarrh, which Is nothing but an inflam- Cough Remedy. The resul was indeed
After three doses 'the
ed condition of the mucous surfaces. marvelous.
began the construction of the Scenic
We will give One Hundred Dollars cough entirely disappeared and has
Highway, which was to be part of the
This.
for any case of deafness (caused by not manifested Itself since."
great road to mark the Santa Fe Trail
I
1
r
(in this territory, and also appropri
cannot
an
that
be
cured by remeuy is lor kiio uy
Catarrh)
uiuggiBia.
ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW- .
ated a sum of money for the erection
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Sent for circulars
of an arch in the Plaza at Santa Fe
free.
The New Mexican Fnvrcras; company
to indicate the end of the Trail, but
F. J. CHENKY & CO.,
Is prepared to furnish cards a tit
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
unfortunately, for reasons not well
Toledo, O. or ladies and for gentlemen on short
Attorney-at-Law- .
understood by the public, the Sqenic Santa Fe
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
notiee In first class style at reasonable-iricesNew Mexico
and
Take Hall's Family Pills for
Highway remains uncompleted
either engraved or printed.
EDWARD C. WADE,
the work on the Memorial Arch was
New Mexican Printingcom- at
Call
the
Attorney-at-Law- .
never started. A dispatch from JefPractices in the Supreme and DisStS9
ferson City, Missouri, which is un
Courts of the Territory, In the
trict
to
its
reference
doubtedly true, except
the marking of the trail in New Mex- Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
ico, says:
"Senator Major, of Howard, yester Offices.
j
Las Cruces
New Mexico
day introduced a bill in the Senate
E. C. ABBOTT,
appropriating $3,000 for marking the
old Santa Fe trail through this state,
Attorney-at-Law- .
OF SANTA FE.
A similar bill was presented in the
Practice in the District and SuHouse by Representative Branch, of preme Courts. Prompt and careful
The oldest hanking Institution In New Mexico, Established In 1870
attention given to all business.
Lafayette.
"It is proposed to have the trail Santa Fe
New Mexico
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
marked under directions of the State
RENEHAN & DAVIES.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President
ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
an officer
A. B. Renehan,
Highway Commissioner,
E. P. Davles,
who came into existence under an act
.
Attorneys-at-LawAssistant Cashier
of the Legislature two years ago. The
Practice in the Supreme and DisSenate bill was sent to Senator Ma trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
undivided Profits, 163,501,
jor by the Kansas City Chapter of specialty. Office in Catron Block.
Capital Stock, 1150,000.
Surplus ana
the Daughters of the American Revo- Santa Fe
New Mexico
11
lution.
CHARLES F. EASLEY,
"This trail originally started at Old
Transacts a jenersl banking business in all Its branches.
Loans
(Late Surveyor General)
Franklin, in Howard county, but was
Attorney-at-Law- .
, money on the most favo-ab- le
terms on all kinds of personal and col-- J
later extended east to St. Louis.
Land and Mining business a speMexNew
"Kansas, Colorado and
late-- al
cialty.
security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for
ico have alix'ady marked the Trail in Santa Fe
New Mexico
Its customers.. Buys and sells domestic anc foreign exchange and
its entirety, and Missouri, the starting-pointHOLT& "SUTHERLAND,
is alone left without markings.
.
Attorneys-at-Lawmakes telegraphic transfer of money to all parts of the civilized
A beautiful arch in Santa Fe marks
Practica
in
the
as
Courts
District
memworld on as liberal terms ae are given by any money transmitting
the end of the trail, but only
well as before the Supreme Court of
ories mark its beginning.
the
agency, public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rat
"Starting at Old Franklin, the Trail Las Territory.
Cruces
New
Mexico
of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's time. Liberal
crossed the Missouri river at Arrow
MARK B. THOMPSON,
Hock, Saline county, passed through
advances made on com gnments of livestock and products. The bank
Attorney-at-Law- .
the center of Saline and touched the
District Attorney Eighth District, ; executes ah orders oV Its patrons In he banking line, and alms te
Missouri river again at Grand Pass,
Dona
Ana, Lincoln and Otero counties.
and from there into Lafayette county,
xtend to thrm as llbir.l treatment In all respects, as Is consistent
Las Cruces
New Mexico
to
Fort
river
the
closely following
with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes
H. M. DOUGHERTY,
Osage, in Jackson county, thence
.
Attorney-at-Lawsouth through that county to Independfor rent The patronage of the public lr respectfu ly solicited.
Practices in the Supreme and Disence, and from there southwest to the
trict Courts of the Territory. Office:
Kansas line.
New Mexico
"East from Old Franklin the Trail Socorro
of
is traced through the counties
L. O. FULLEN,
WarAttorney-at-Law- .
Boone, Calaway, Montgomery,
ren, St., Charles, St. Louis and into
District Attorney Ninth District.
Office over First National Bank.
the City of St. Louis."
It is evidently up to the New Mex- Roswell
New Mexico
ico legislature to get busy in that
WILLIAM McKEAN,
direction too.
WILLIAM VAUGHN,
Attorney-at-Law- .

vision of the election laws though each
assembly has taken a step forward
in the right direction and it should
not be for the Thirty-eightassembly
to make a break in this praiseworthy
record. New Mexico is ready for a
clean-cut- ,
effective election code.

PRINT ING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
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Doctor Edgar L. Hewett, director
of American 'work for the Ameripan
Institute of Archaeology, has become
a resident of Santa Fe through the establishment here of the School of
American Archaeology.
An acquisition like that is worth a host of average individuals.
Already he has begun the work of bringing to Santa Fe
the cream of the tourist travel of this
year. He has planned a number of
most interesting itineraries
from
Santa Fe as the center; he is writing
a descriptive pamphlet which will tell
of the great wonders of the Pajarito
Park. This week he will confer with

Passenger Agent Wadleigh .of

the

Taos

Mining and Land Law.
- ,
New Mexico
C. W. G. WARD,

Territorial District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora counties.
Las Vegas
New Mexico
M. C.

MECHEM,

Attorney-at-Law- .

Tucumcari
New Mexico
NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS,

Jesse

G.

Northcutt,
Attorneys-at-Law-

C.
.

J. Roberts,

"
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Pfopt.
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of the Best Hotels in the West t

cuisine aim i aDie service unexcelled
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers

Santa Fe,

New Mexico.

Wash in a ion Avenue

Offices: Raton, N. M., and TrinI'
dad, Colorado.

AMERICAN AND

EUROPEAN

G. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bll
Santa Fe, N. M.
GEORGE B. BARBER
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices In the District Court and
Supreme Courts of the Territory.
Prompt attention given to all business.
Lincoln County
New Mexico

Denver and Rio Grande Railroad, and
with other railroad men to secure the
insertion in all railroad advertising
matter of the future, a mention of
to tourist and
the attractiveness
healthseeker of Santa Fe and surroundings. He is conferring with the
commercial bodies of the city as to
the most effective means of pushing
Santa Fe to the front as a tourist cenCATRON & GORTNER,
ter and at the same time is not losing
sight of his main business, the estabAttorneys and Counsellors-at-Law- .
Office: Catron Block.
lishment at Santa Fe of a school and
New Mexico
a museum that will make this city Santa Fe
A few more citizens
H. R. PUTNAM,
like that and the future of Santa Fe
U. S. Court Commissioner and
is assured.
Conveyancer.
LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.
The Farmington Times asserts ex
Correspondents asking Information
cathedra that the result of the visit concerning the Territory of New Mexof the statehood committee to the Na- ico promptly answered
New Mexico
tional Capital has been nil and that Texlco
the money it cost has been worse than
wasted. Governor Curiy has given a
W.. A. FLEMING JONES,
complete1 answer in his report to the
Bonds and Investments.
teritorial legislature to that charge
IT. S. Commissioner
for the Third
which has been reiterated by other Judicial District of New Mexico.
Democratic papers of the territory, in- Las Cruces
New Mexico
cluding' the Roswell Daily Record.
Eastern and local bank references.
The good accomplished at Washington, D. C, by the visit of the New
CONY T. BROWN, ,
is incalculable
Mexico delegation,
'
Mining Engineer..
Had it done nothing else than secured
and Treasurer of New
Secretary
the passage of the act extending the Mexico School of Mines,
time for filing on small holding claims Socorro
New Mexico
and the extension of the Carey Act
to the territories, its trip would have
OSTEOPATHY. .
been worth millions of dollars to New
But in addition' other matDR. CHARLES A. WHEELON
Mexico,
ters of vital importance to New MexSuccessfully treats acute and chronic
ico were advanced by the personal diseases without drugs or medicines.
Office:
representations of Governor Curry No charge for consultation.
and others with him, before the re- No. 103 Palace avenue. Hours: 9 to
12 a. m., and 2 to 5 p. m. 'Phone 156.
clamation service,, in the forestry
and other federal departments, results which simply can not be measJOHN K. STAUFFER,
ured by dollars or cents for their efNotary Public.
fects will be for the benefit of the
Office with the New Mexican Print-ln- g
territory for all time to come.
Company.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
As though the day had been chosen
for theatrical effect, the great fleet
Engraved cards devised and wedsteamed into the harbor - yesterday, ding invitations a specialty at the
Washington's birthday, making doub- New Mexican Printing office. Any
holiday. one standing in need of such will do
ly significant the national
Pardonable was the president's exul- w$ll to call at this office and examine
tation when he said to the returning samples, style of work and prices.

Postal Telegraph Office

Commodious Sample

Long Distance Telephone Station.
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PALACE HOTEL

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted.' f EVf
ry ," Room
"
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FIRST CLASS CAPE
IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

FKS8 THE

'

PLAN- -

BUTTON WE DO THE REST,

Runs on the European Planl

IHL
,4

CORONADO hotel
;

G. Lupe Herrera, Prop.

FIRST CLASS RE9T AURANT
Y

Short Order & Spanish
Dishes speciality

CONNECTION

Electric Light, Hot and
Cold Baths.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

RATES 50c. Up.

KODAKS & PHOTO

SUPPLIES
.

IN

We
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AST PICTURES
AND

DEVELOPlNGfPRINTfNG
AMD ENLARGING.
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j
Specialty ot
Mail orders given prompt attention.
Send for Catalogue.
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Dr. J. J. Schuler of Raton,
guest at the Palace.
A. Staab has returned from a visit
to his daughter, Mrs. Max. Nordhaus
at Las Vegas.

Capital Stock

$50,000.
S1AIES

UNITED

TRUST

J. B. Baum of Phoenix, Ariz., Is
anions; the sightseers In Santa Fe. lie
is stopping at the Claire.
Hon. H. O. Bursum returned this
noon from Albuquerque and Socorro
where he spent Sunday.
J. E. Southard, of Raton, representing the Yankee Fuel company, was a
business visitor in the city today.
Sheriff and Mrs. Cleofes Romero
have returned home to Las Vegas after spending several days in Santa Fe.
Dr. George W. Harrison of Albuinterested In legislative
querque,
business, has returned to the Capital.
John W, Sullivan, superintendent of
the coal mines at Hagan, Sandoval
county, la among Santa Fe's visitors
today.
Miss Laura Gregg, a miltant suffragist, is in Santa Fe, stopping at
the Palace, She hails from Ganatt,
Kans.
Rctni tentative U.
of Rio
Airiba county, has returned from
Velarde, making the trip overland in
a buggy.
Elias Clark, the merchant at Plaza
del Alacalde, Rio Arriba county, was
an arrival, on last evening's D. & R.

BANK ANC

60.

SANTA FE, N. M.
Prompt and careful attention
business entrusted to us.

to all

We pay 4 per cent on time Certificates
and Saving Accounts.
YOUR BUSINESS SOLICITED.

Ma-t'ne-

DIRECTORS
N.A.PERRY

N.B. LAUGLING

C. H. BOWLDS

A. J. GREEN

H. S. REEO

R. H.HANNA.

j

G.

z,

train.

J. H. O'Reilley, a well known Insurance man of Albuquerque, is in Santa
II
LSi.mLfiAL'Mg ".mi
Fe on. business.
He is stopping at
Claire.
the
"
17
I
JL3.
H. S. Arnold, the well
known
rancher on the upper Pecos, accompanied by his wife, is a guest at the
Normandie.
Melquiades T. Otero of Cubero, Va- REPAIEED
of
lencia,
public
superintendent
schools of Valencia county, is a legis- a
i
lative visitor.
j
James D. Davidson, a traveling man
out of Albuquerque is in the city selling stationery. His headquarters are
'
at the Claire.
S. S. Sutherland is at the Palace,
received a call to return to
having
CALL AND SEE THEM
Santa Fe, from the forest service with
which he Is connected.
CO.
A. Carrier, a mail clerk who has
been In the city for some time, will
Phone 101 leave Thursday over the Santa Fe for
HOUSE FURNISHERS AND UNDERTAKERS
his home in Minnesota.
U. S. District Attorney David
J.
Leahy of Las Vegas has returned to
Santa Fe from a trip to Alamogordo,
El Paso and Albuquerque.
George B. Toland, traveling out of
Sidney, Ohio, is quartered at the Palace. He represents a steam heating
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Company
and plumbing company.
Chief Justice William J. Mills exDenver Colorado.
pects to be home from Washington,
D. C, and his former home at New
Haven, Conn., on March 1.
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Taupert of Las
Vegas have gone to Faywood Hot
Mr.
Springs on a lepgthy sojourn.
A M, BERGERE,?
Taupert was a former resident of
Santa Fe.
Catron Block
Santa Fe, N. M.
Mrs. H. J. Johnson, normal teacher
in the United States Indian service is
at the local Indian school. This week
i she
will make a tour among the Pu
eblo Indians.
Claribel Fischer, daughter of Drugj
gist A. J. Fischer, left today for Den
ver, Colo., to be with her mother, Mrs.
A. J. Fischer, and grandmother, Mrs.
T, P. Gable. All three expect to return to Santa Fe within two weeks.
s '
Mrs. J. Dufour, who has been staying at the Sanitarium with her son
RECEIVED-?- .
who is very ill, will leave tonight for
Denver over the Santa Fe. Her son
will accompany her.
A. E. Powell, assistant superintendent of the Wells-FargExpress comin
was
Fe
Santa
pany,
yesterday visiting and also for the purpose of making an inspection.
Miss Stella Sloane, who for the past
seven or eight weeks has been visiting friends in Belen and Albuquerque,
is expected to return home to Santa
Fe either today or Wednesday.
George V. Hanlon of Mountainair,
tie inspector for the Santa Fe, left
today for Espanola over the D. & R.
G. He wili be gone several days on
business connected with his department.
A. B. McGaffey, J. H. O'Reilley and
George Rosllngton are Albuquerque
EVERYTHING
insurance men, who are among the
IN THE LINE OF WINTER GOODS
underwritscore or so of
SUCH AS
ers in the capital on legislative busi-
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JUST ItECEIVED A NEW SHIPMENT IN TAPESTRY, BRUSSELLS
AND AXMINSTERS

M.
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CLEARING SALE

SPECIAL

OP WINTER MILLINERY
Half the regular price will buy
Fancy Feathers, Wings, Birds,
Hats, Caps, Baby Bonnets etc.

Half Car of Assorted

A

STOCK MUST HE SOLI)

SPECIAL

MISS A, MUGLKR.

GRANITEWARE

Southeast corner Plaza.
a delightful

trip to the Grand Canon
and other places of interest.
Montrose W. A. Hayes, section director of the Weather Bureau, left today over the Rwk Island for Washington, 1). c. .Montrose received a
telegram calling him to the capital on
special detail duty. He will be gono
three or four weeks. His wife, who
has been visiting with relatives at
Cairo, 111., will Join him enroute and
both will witness the inaugural ceremonies.

Another of those Big Catches
such as we made a vear ago
GOODS

Dr. Edgar L. Hewitt, A. IT, Billhead and District Clerk F. C. Wilson
returned last evening from their two
days' trip to the Rito de los Frijoles
Canon wpst nf Knnhi IJV ttl
who was with them, separated from
the party on the home trip and had to
make his way into town alone. De-spite the snowstorm, the trip proved
Very enjoyable and interesting. Sunday night was spent in the great
ceremonial cave of the prehistoric
residents of the Frijoles Canon.
Dr. J. Walter Fewkes of Washington, D. C, the eminent ethnologist,
writes Miss Mary E. Disette of this
in
ci'y, but at present at Laguna
charge of the industrial teaching for
the PuoWo Indians there, that he will
be ;n the Mesa Verde Park in southern Colorado this summer, but will
make a short visit to Santa Fe to see
Doctor Edgar L. Hewitt, who is now a
resident of Santa Fe. Doctor Fewkes
says in his letter: "It seems to me
that you are quite right and that this
old city is the place for an archaeolog
ical school. I have no doubt, of its
success." Miss Disette herself writes:
"Here's congratulations to the Xew
Mexican and to Santa Fe on that

'OF HIGHEST

SALE NOW ON AND

QUALITY, TO GO AT

WILL CONTINUE TWO

THE, LOWEST

WEEKS,

PRICE

YOU EVER PAID FOR

COME EARLY TO GET

GRANITEWARE.

AN ASSORTMENT.

HERE ARE SOME OF THElVALUES OFFERED
1
qt, White Lined enameled milk pails
,20c
"
2 "
i
"
.30
1 "
lined
white
Puddiugjmns
.11
.
if
6
.27
.14
.21
.30

1

ii

3

O

White lined seamless coffee pots
3 qt. white lined, enameled tea
.01
pots
Hygienic, full granite sink strainer,
.20
4 qt, White lined, 3
coats, milk pans
.41
0 qt. White lined enameled
no
bowls,
mixing
14 "
"
a
'.3(1
it
,i
"
''
"
"
dish pans
.7Ug
21 "
"
ii
"
i
.i
.IK)
Doublo rice boilers, white lined,
size
.61
large
Blue Diamond teasteepers, full white lined
.28
Large white lined 3;oat, wash basins
. .).
10 qt.
.53
preserving kettles, white lined
4 qt, Venetian enameled, handled stew
.31
pans
1
qt. handle stew pans, 3 coat, white lined
.12
Large granite dippers, perfect ware
.14
Many dozan additional pieces and kind at equalyridlcu
lous prices. Tables pilled full, their are
yours for the
pittance.

EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE
2

Phone No 83.

Mail Order Solicited.

(Continued On Page Eight.)

;

CHARLES WAGNER FURNITURE

,

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest

Manaflcr for NewvMexico

pring Novel ties in Ladies
ilk and Net Waists
4JUST

SHOP

0. K. BARBER

FIVE CHAIRS
WITH T. W. Roberts, E H Baca
F. S. Rivera, Al G, Slaughter
and W. M.

Perry

All first clnss hnrl'crs in rhnruo. f'nll
give us n trial nt O. K. Berber Sbop.
4.4,1 ?an
street

OPERA

TantV

HOUSE

A. M. DETTELBACH,

Mgr.

Greater Than the
Show

THAT'S ALL
Change of Program
'

Every

MONDAY and THURSDAY
10 cents
Admission
20 cents
Reserved Seats
Evening Show at 7:30 and 8:30.
Matinee, Saturday at 3:30.

Si

II

MAKE YOUR SPRING SUIT
We Have

just received from THE ROYAL TAILORS of
Chicago and New York i the swellest selection of beautiful
SPRING patterns you have ever feasted your eyes .on.
You could walk

Better Than the

U.S.

Let a Master
Metropolitan Tailor

up Fifth
avenue, New York and visit

They are the pick

of the

WOOLEN WORLD, selected

by
buyers, from all
every tailor shop on the road, the handsome clothes designs
to lie
but you wouldn't find a better tell worn this season, it will
you more about the styles
collection of handsome fabrics and colorings that swagger
dressers will wear this seasou
than these.
than you could learn in any
other way.

THF
I r11- - nnVfll
nUTML

I

lynx-eye-

INF

L'''

d

is
All

AIL PURE WOOL
Pure Wool and Nothing

Else'

We will pay a dollar a thread
for any cotton you will find in

8 CO,

a ROYAL

SPRING-0!- )

sample

o

GREAT SLAUGHTER

FROM
NOW

;
Ladie's

CLOSE

CONVINCE

OUT

WILL BE SOLD BELOW

YOURSELF

ADOLF SELIGMAN

COST

ENGLISH

and

DRY GOODS CO.

1908 CROP

fect sectional bookcase
g,
made. The doors are
non-bindin-

dust-proo-

oper-

f,

ate on roller bearings, and
positively cannot get out
of order. Bases furnished
with or without drawers,

Call and see
t send
for

them, or
catalog No. 105
By the New Mexican
Printing Company, Looal

agents. Santa

FF.r N. M.

D. T. Hoskins and George A. Fleming of Las Vegas, have gone to the
r Dry Farming " Con
which
at Cheyenne,
.convened
gress
Wyqming, today, to represent New
a,

and son of Hon. Chas. F. Easley of this city, is here to fight the
ambition of Willard to supersede
as the county seat of Torrance
county.
A. C. Palmer is in Santa Fe as the
guest of John P. Wagner, president of
the Sacramento Irrigation company.
Mr. Palmer is a director of the company, He will return to Alamogordo
either today or Wednesday.
Mrs. E. H. Salazar, wife of the chief
clerk of the House, and children,
have returned to Las Vegas after a
visit of several weks with the Misses
Manderfleld and Mr. and Mrs., George
W. Armljo of this city. .
Mrs. T. P. Martin, wife of Doctor

Martin, a prominent and
physician of Taos, is stopping at the
Claire oa her way back to Taos, after
well-to-d- o

I

C. A. BISHOP

O. C WATSON & COMPANY.

PEACHES,

IF

YOU WISH TO RENT.3
BUY, OR SELL A MOD-ERCOTTAGE, CALL
-:
ON US
::

PEARS,

N

PLUMS

-:

,

New Figs
We Also Have

Several Business Properties For Sale.

;

.Charles R. Easley, attorney of

the original and only per-

Prices.

SANTA FE, N. M.

APPRIC0TS

Mexico.

"Elastic" Bookcase

at Correct

EVAPORATED

Hon. Frank A. Hubbell of Albuquerque returned to the legislative seat
He was acof war this forenoon.
companied by1 former Assessor J. L.
of the late Hop. Pedro
Perea, brother
--

j

Correct Clothes

o. c. WATSON

ness.

Perea.

The Makers of

IIALMONDS

TABLE RAISINS

V

Trans-Missou- ri

moo

WALNUTS

n

CALL

Cloaks, and
Skirts, Men's Youths
and Boys Saits etc.

UNTIL

j

PLEASE

1908 CROP

THE
RACKET
STORE

SEEDED RAISINS

INSURANCE AND SURETY BONDS.

and

(;'.
C

CURRANTS

I T II

O N

LEMON AND ORANGE PEEL

SWEET CIDER
H.

S. KAUNE

LIVERY STABLE

a GO.

'

'PHOIE 28.

PINE

RIGS. RELIABLE HOUSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURRIES, HACKS

CALL UP 'PHONE

NO. 9

When in Need of Anything in the Livery
Drivers Furnished. .Rates Right.

Line.

CMkS. CLOSSOEU.

M

i

RKAL'

RKAI) DOWN
1

UP

--

NOl

Ar.

Santa Ke
Kennedy
Stanley
Morlarty
Mcintosh

Lv.
"
"

NO. 2

Altitude

STATIONS

MILKS

LEGAL BLANKS.

Iaildoad; Time Table.

flew tyxica Central

Kept In Stock and fcr sale by ths
banta Fe New Mexican Conforming to the Laws of New Mexico.

0
22
41
62
61

20pm

6
4 05
8 05
2 22

7,000
6,050

ft

pm
pm
pm
55

1-- 2

1-- 4

ft

1-- 2

1-- 2

1--

1--

Ton-aiiee-

s

Is the joy of the household, for
without it no happiness can be
complete.
Angels smile at
and commend the thoughts
and aspirations of the mother
bending over the cradle.
The ordeal through which the expectant mother must pass is such that
she looks forward with dread to the hour when she shall feel the thrill
of motherhood,
very woman should know that the danger and pain
can be avoided by the use of Mother's Friend, which
of child-birt- h
renders pliable all the pafts,
assisting nature in its work.
By its aid thousands of
women have passed this

2

2

1-- 2

crisis in safety.

dKvt

Non-miner-

2

1-- 2

Pacific

1-- 4

1--

Varieties That Will Thrive In New
Mexico and That Should Be Planted
In This Climate.

The question "which are the best
varieties of fruit to plant?" is asked
more than any other one in regard to
fruit culture this time of the year.
This is also the question about which

one cannot give very specific advice
for all conditions and localities. The
choice of varieties depends upon a
number of factors, such as the purpose for which the variety is to be
grown, upon the locality, environment,
etc. Since it is the nature of .plants
to vary, the same variety or varieties
canot be suited to all the varied
and localities.
ideas, environments,
On th'e whole, while each section of
the country in time develops excellent
varieties, until this is done we have
to depend on the kinds which are
known to succeed at least in certain
localities.
The experiment station
has been testing a number of varieties
of peaches, apricots, plums, cherries,
pears, apples and grapes. From the
results at the station and from the observations made by the writer in other
parts of the territory on these fruits
the following list of varieties are
given aa among the leading ones. All
of these may not do well in some localities. There may be other and better varieties, especially among some
of the late originations, many of
which are now being tested at the1
station and in the course of a few
years additional data will be had on
the subject.
Peaches, given in the order of ripening. Alexander, Hyne's Surprise,
Triumph, Texas King or Mamie Ross,
Champion, Elberta, Crother's or
Late.
Apricots are of no commercial importance, but the Moopark, Royal and
St. Ambroise are among the best.
Cherries, as a rule, do not succeed
as well as they ought to. The sour
kinds and the following ones are a few
of the best ones. The Early Richmond, Ostheim, and Montmorency.
Plums the Japanese varieties are
practically worthless for commercial
purposes, the native are a little better, while the European are good.
The Wild Goose (native), Coe's
Golden Drop, Jefferson, Bond's Seedling (Hungarian Prune), Yellow Egg,
Robe de Sargent, and French Prune
'
are tfood.
of
Given
in order
"Pears
ripening.
Doyenne d'ete, Clapp's Favorite, Bart-lett- ,
Winter Nelis, Beurre Easter,
Letters Testamentary,
sheet
WTilder and P. Barry.
Declaration in Assumpsit, 2 sheet Colonel
Satisfaction of Mortagage,
sheet Applies Given in order of ripening.
Declaration in Assumpsit, on Note, Red Astrachan, Yellow Transparent,
Jonathan, York Im
Assignment of Mortgage,
sheet, Maiden's-Blush- ,
Pippin,
sheet
perial, Ben Davis, Missouri
Lease,
Mammoth Black." Twig, Black ArkanLease of Personal Property,
6heet.
sas, Wine Sap, Winter Pearmain.
The Ingram, Black Ben Davis, ChamChattel Mortgage,
snuet
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet
pion, Red Akin, Senator, Delicious,
end King David are very promising
Power of Attorney, 2 shet
4
new varieties, and these are liable to
sheet.
Acknowledgment,
sheet.
Mortgage Deed,
replace some of the oH kinds.
Deed
without
Insurance
Mortgage
European Grapes given in order of
Chasselas de Fontableau,
sheet.
Clause.
ripening.
Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
Thompson's Seedless, Muscat of Alexsheet.
ander,,- Mission,
Purple Damascus,
Black Cornichon, Malaga, and Flame
sheet.
Option,
'
Notice of Protest, 4 sheet.
Tokay.
FABIAN GARCIA.
Warranty Deed, 2 sheet.
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
sheet
If you would have a safe, yet certain
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage,
Remedy In the home, try Dr.
Cough
heet.
ShooD's at least once. It is thor
sheet.
Quit Claim Deed,
oughly unlike any other Cough prepa
Application for Bounty for Killing
ration. Its taste will be entirely new
Wild Animals,
sheet.
to you unless it Is already your fa
sheet.
Bargain and Sale Deed,
No opium,
vorite
Cough Remedy.
Township Plats, 4 sheet
other
or
stupifying
any
chloroform,
Township Plats, full she6t.
The tender
are used.
ingredints
Deed of Trust, full sheet.
leaves of a harmless,
General BlanKs,
shrub,
give to Dr.
mountainous
Bond of Deed, 2 sheet,
Snoop's Cough Remedy its wonderful
Bond of Indemnity,
sheet
curative properties. It is truly a
- Bond, General Form, 1 2sheet
certain and trustwortny premost
Release of Deed of Trust,
sheet
scription. Sold by Stripling, Burrows
1--

PASSENGER SCHEDULE

1-- 2

In Effect July 14, 1908.

2

e

.T

-

1--

1--

1-- 2

2

1-- 2

-

communication
first Monday of acn
month at
Mason le
Hall at f:30 p. ra.
J. A. MASSIE.
Worthy Master.'
IALAN R. M'CORD, Secretary.

-

Snf.

Fe Chapter No.

R. A. M.

Regular

1

con-

1-- 4

1-- 2

1--

1--

4

1--

1-- 4

No. 1, K. T. Regular
conclave fourth Monday in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
J
H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. L
Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry mseti
on' the th,rd Monday of each month
':j0 O ClOCK in the evening In
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
dially invited to attend.
14th degree,

CHAS. A. WHEELON, 82.
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14,

Secretary

Claire.

James

B. P. O. E.

D. Davidson, A. B. McGaffey,

J. H. O'Reilley,
George Roslington,
Santa Fa Loag No. 460, B. P. O. E
Albuquerque; M. G. Root, T. E. Dun-levcolds
its regular session on the see
B.
J.
Baum, Phoenix;
Denver;
and
nd
fourth Wednesdays of each
.W W. Smith, B. H. Newle, H. C.
month.
brothers are Invited
Visiting
Daughert, Las Vegas; S. A. Hall, and welcome.
T.
Mrs.
P.
Martin, Taos;
Trinidad;
T. P. GABL1,
L. H. McGaffey, Roswell; George V.
Exalted Ruler.
B.
G.
Mountainair;
Letsch,
J. D. SENA.
T. H.
Wichita.
y,

Harman,

2

'

No

ular

Raton.

1-- 4

p.-i-

Montzutiic. Lodse

1, A. P. & A. M. Reg-

Santa Fe Commander

Palace.
M. M. Padgett, Las Vegas; J. P.
McNulty, Cerrillos; A. E. Powell, Denver; Chas. F. Easier, Santa Fe; Chas.
R. Easley, Estancia; O. C. King and
wife, Santa Fe; Laura Gregg, Garnett,
Kan.; O. J. A. C. Bodenhausen, St.
Joseph; S. S. Sutherland, Santa Fe;
Shn- C. A. Carruth. Park View: .T.
ler, Raton; G. W. Harrison, Albu- mipvnnp- ttnsn nnri T? T.iitz Santa PaChas. A. Springer, Santa Fe; G. G.
Seymour, Kansas City;
George B.
Toland; Sidney, O.; M. de Flano, Mexico; ,Tno. W. Sullivan, Hagan; D. J.
J. E. Southard,
Leahy, Las Vegas;

1--

'

MASONIC.

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

COMMERCIAL USE

&

Company.

Railway

FRUIT TREES FOR

4

Ht

SOCIETIES

Ms-soni- c

Non-miner-

St. Louis Rocky

FRITtBMl

vocation second Monday
of each month at
Hall at 7:30 p. ta
S. SPITZ, H. P.
ARTHUR SBLIGMAN. Secretary.

hook of Information to women tent free,
THE BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.
Atlanta, Ga.

2

J.P

1909.

23,

--

Mining BTanx
sheet.
Location Notice,
Amended
"
"
6,250
sheet.
"
1
of
"
Publisher,
6,176
Agreement
ptn
sheet.
Proof of Labor,
6,140
J j g
KSTANOIA
68
6 06 pm
sheet
25
12
Notice
Location,
6.125
"'
Mining
",
pm
80
Wllllnrd
6 39 pm
11 55 n m
"
6,210
4
J 09 pm
92
Profirreso
sbet.
Location,
Placer
Mining
35
11
"
am
6,295
Klnuua
99
7 28 pm
2
10 45 a m
Title Bond of Mining Property,
6,475
'Lv.
118
Torrance
Ar.
I
8 10 p m
10 50 a in
Ar, 12 49 a in
2 13 a m
sheet.
8 48 p m
Lv,
10 40 am
Lv. 10 40 pm
7 00 am
9 30 pm
KmisiiHOHy
Ar,
"
10 02 p in
"
sheet.
8 59 a in
7 05
7 55 am
Mining Deed,
St. JxmIm
pin
"
"
9 00 pm
1130 pm
UIiIcbko
6 50 a m
1146 am
sheet.
Lease,
Mining
1
6
20
15
m
in
p
5 50
KlPaso
p
8 00 a m
pm Ar.
sheet.
Coal Declatory Statement,
Coal Declaratory Statement with
Tickets to all parts of the world, 'ullman berths reserved. Exclusive
tgency for all ocean steamship lines. Booklets and literature of the various Power of an Attorney,
sheet.
railroad and steamship lines, contain ng valuable Information to travelers,
Affidavit and Corroborating
free upon application.
sheet.
Affidavit,
c'ast freight service to and from all Eastern and Western markets,
sheet.
Notice of Rlgl to Water,
LYNG.
or Publishing Out of No-IcForfeiture
CITY FREiGHT AND PASSENGER AGENT.
4
sheet.
sheet.
Affidavit of Assessment,
Stock Blanks.
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing Ven
sheet.
dor's Recorded Brand,
Bill of Sale in Books of 25 Blanks, 40
cents per book.
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
eVndor's Recorded Brand, 4 sheet
4
Bill of Sale Range Delivery,
sheet.
Bill of Sale,
sheet
Authority to Gather, Drive and Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded Brand,
sheet
Authority to Gather, Drive and Han-liNo 2
Miles From
Miles From
No. 1,
Animals Not Bearing Owner's RecSTATIONS.
DAILY
DAILY
Dei Moines
Raton
orded Brand, 2 sheet
sheet
Certificate of Brand,
6 30 p, m,
Q
10 00 a. m.
49
Lv. lies Moines,
N; "M. Arr,
of the Pea;e Bianks.
Justice
10 12 a. m.
46
5 15 p. m.
4
Lv,
Kumaldo,
"
4 65 p. m.
10 35 a, m.
11
38
Appeal Bonds, 2 sheet.
Uedman
"
4 35 p. m.
10 50 a. m.
82
16
da pnl In
Appeal Bonds, Criminal, 2 sheet.
11 06 a. in
4 25 P. m.
20
29
Vigil
'
sheet
11 20 a. m
24
55
3
25
Appearance Bond,
p. m.
Thompson
"
3 30 p. m.
11 45 a. m.
81
18
on
Cunningham
Bona
Continuance,
Appearance
"
2 65
12 20 p. m.
42
7
Clifton House Junction
sheet.
12 45 p. m,
2 30 p. m
P.)
Arr.
(J.
Arr,
49
N
M'
RATON
12 25 p. m.
8 80 p. m.
Lv.
Lv.
Bond of Appearance, (District Court)
12 05 p. m.
7
42
3 60 p. ni.
Lv
Clifton House Junction ""
2 sheet
811 40 a. in.
84 15 p. ra,
13
49
Preston
"
11 06 a' in.
4 45 p m.
23
58
Koehlor
sheet
Justice Quarterly Report,
"
. 4 55 p. m.
11 15 a. in.
56
20
Koehler Jnot.
!I5 60 P. ill.
68
33
sheet
Bond to Keep the Peace,
tlO 15 a. ni.
Colfax
"
9 43 a. in.
77
6 15 p, ra.
41
Oerrososo
sheet
Complaint, Criminal,
6 35 p. m.
9 25 a. m.
Lv
Arr
83
47
CIMARRON N. M.
7 50 a. in.
7 08 p. m.
Lv.
Arr.i
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com-7 40 a. m.
86
.. 10 p, m.
50
N. M,
Lv
Nash
sheet.
7 25 a. m. plaint,
7. 23 p. ni.
89
53
Harlan
7 00 a. in.
7. 45 p, m.
94
69
Ute Park
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sum
mons, 4 sheet.
Replevin Bond, 2 sheet.
Connects with E, P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving in Dawson, N.
Execution Forcible Entry and De
m.
M., 6:15 p.
sheet
Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M., tainer,
Replevin Writ 4 sheet
:56 a. m.
sheet.
Replevin Affidavit,
Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M,
4
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows:
sheet.
NORTH BOUND
SOUTH BOUND.
sneet.
Warrant,
No. 1, 6:08 a. m.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
4
sheet.
Commitment,
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
Attachment Affidavit, 4 sheet
TracK connection with A. T. & S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
Attachment Bond,
sheet
S. at Des Moines, E. P & S
W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A
Attachment
sheet
Writ,
M.
N.
at
Northwestern Ry.
Cimarron,
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
Cimarron, N. M., is depot for the following points In New Mexico: Ocate,
sheet.
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
sheet
Execution,
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points in New Mexico: Arroyo
Summons, 4 sheet
Lobo,
Elizabethtown,
Cerro,
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes,
sheet
Subpoena,
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
J. P. Complaint, 4 sheet
13. J, DEDMAN,
W. A. GORMAN,
J, van HOUTEN;
sheet.
Capias Complaint,
Search
sheet
V.
GenWarrant,
PassGen
and
Ores,
JHgr
Agent Certificate of
Superintendent
75 cents per
Marriage,
RATON. N. JMRATON,
RATON, IN, Al. dozen.
Official Bond,
sheet.
Certificate of Election, 2 sheet
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure of
Mortgage, full sheet.
Letters of Guardianship,
sheet.
2
Guardians Bond and Ooath,
sheet.
Letters of Administration,
sheet.
Administrator's Bond and Oath.
sheet.
25 pm
8 26pm
4 35 pm
6 14 pm
6 40pm

FEBRUARY

TUESDAY,

FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

,THE SANTA'

PAGE SIX

Secretary.

Coronado.

Higinio Romero, Ranchos de Taos;
H. G. Newbey,
Delfino Martinez,
Taos; Ismael Ulibarrl, Tierra Amar-illa- ;
Thos. D. Rhine, Estancia; Fred
Hall, Embudo.
Norrnandie.

The Normandle Hotel, Santa Fe
popular $1.50 a day hotel, is now un
der the management of Hugh F. Du
Val.

Extensive improvements are be

ing made, the cuisine materially improved and the new landlord propose,
John Hamilton, East Las Vegas; to
make the Normandle the best mod
Frank Hall, Burlington, Col.; Juan erate
priced hotel in the territory
Lucero; H. S. Arnold and wife, Pecos; Give this hotel a
try.
Melquiades T. Otero, Cubero, N. M.

1--

4

1--

1--

1-- 4

Pic-quett- 's

1-- 4

4

2

4

1--

1-- 4

-

1-- 2

-

-

1-- 2

to

Going

EI Paso?

The

Samples free.

gists.

The New Mexican can do printing
equal to that done in any ot the largw
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
work we turn out. Try our stock once
and you will certainly come again. We
have all the facilities fo rturning out
every class of work, including one of
the best binderies In the West.

2

1--

2

2

TAKE THE GOLDEN STATE LIMITED

2

.

1--

at 10:45 A. JW.
Paso at 5:30 P.M.

At Torrance
Be in El

New Mexican Printing comon hand a large supply ot
has
pany
pads and tablets suitable for school
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
and merchants; good everywhere. We
constipation. Revise your diet, let will sell them at 5 cents in nook form.
reason and not a pampered appetite
control, then take a few doses of
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Tablets and you will soon be well
again. Try It. For sale at all drug-

Reason Enthroned.
Because meats are so tasty they are
consumed in great excess. This leads
to stomach troubles, biliousness and

2

Look for the Coupon now put In each
package of Dr. Shoop's Health
Coffee Imitation. A clever 25c sil"
Coffee Strainer ofvered
fered on this Coupon. Besides, you
get 90 large cups of Dr. Shoop's
"Health Coffee" for 25c. And the coffee will certainly please you. Sold by
25c

"No-Drip-

Co.

Cartwright-Davl- s

2

2

1-- 2

1-- 2

1--

.

1--

The Trip to El Paso is a quick pleasant journej via
the New Mexico Central and E. P. & S. W. Take
advantage of this splendid service the first time you
have occasion to go El Paso.

1-- 2

1-- 2

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THING
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
BUSY PEOPLE ARE
USING RUBBER
PEAL OF TIME.
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS

1-- 2

1-- 2

V.

1--

R- -

STILES,
General Passenger Agent.

El Paso, Texas,

1--

1-- 2

1-- 2

1-- 2

I

PRICE-LIS- T

1--

Direct Route

2

1--

lung-healin- g

i--

1-- 2

TO

2

Relinquishment,

The Mining Camp of Colorado, Utah and Nevada: to
Denver Colorado Springs aad Pueblo
is Via the

2

sheet

Homestead Affidavit,
Homestead Application,
sheet.
Homestead Application,
sheet.
Affidavit,

2

I

RIO

1-- 2

HI

2

sheet

RAILWAY

Small Holding Proof, full sheet.
2
No. 1 Homestead.
sheet.
Desert Land Entry.
sheet.
2
the West.
sheet
Affidavit,
Affidavit required on Claimant, 4- 1-- 2

sheet.
For That Terrible Itching. ,
salt rheum
Final Proof of Desert Land Entry,
Eczema, tetter-an- d
eieet.
their victims in perpetual torment.
Claimants Testimony,
The application of Chamberlain's
sheet.
Salve will instantly alia this itching,
Declaration of Application,
and many cases have been cured by
sheet.
,
Its use. For sale by al druggists.
Affidavit of Witness,
sheet
Affidavit and Order for Publication
The seals 'and record ToolU for no
of Notice of Contest Against a
taries public for sale by the New
Mexican Printing company at very
sheet
Proof,
reasonable rates. 8eals for Incorpor
resident Entryman,
sheet
ated companies are. also handled. Call
sheet
at or address the New Mexican Print
Miscellaneous,
Affidavit to be Filed Before Contest, ing company, Santa Fe. New Mexico.
069,

2

kP

1-- 2

1-- 2

2

1-- 2

,

Denver, Colo.

T. A.
F. H.c7WcBRIDS, Agent.
Santa Fe, MV M.
.

Tha New Mexican can flo printing
equal to that done in any of the large
cities. Our solicitor, every piece or
work we turn out. Try our stock
once and you will certainly come
again. We have all the facllties far
turnine but every class of work, In
cluding one of the best binderies In

1--

Through the fertile San Luis valley, Also to the
San Juan country of Colorado.
For inform ltioi as to ratss, trainjservice, descrip- tivi literature, etc. call on or address.
S K. HOOPER, G. P.

& Co.

t-- 2

Non-miner- al

DENVER

sheet.

Non-Fin-

1-- 2

2

J

2

Stamp, not over 2 2 Inches ong
10c.
. Each additional line on same stamp,
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 2 2 and not over 3 2 Inches long
Eacn additional' line on stamp, 15i
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 3 2 and not over 5 Inches long
.
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c
One-lin- e
Stamp,' over 5 Inches long, per Inch
Each additional line, oame price.
(Curved lines on 8tamp count .as two llnea.)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 Inches long way, 25c extra.

15o

One-lin- e

Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Inch Inch
Where type used is over
Inch or fraction.
line for each
one-ha- lf

one-ha-

In

aiz,

20o.
25c.

.

U

we charge for on

lf

DATES, ETC.
,
a Mi
any town and date for
In
.60
Ledger Dater month, day and year
V
.35
Regular line Dater
l M
Oeflnance Model Band Dstsr
1.50
Signature, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut
Pearl Check Protector
m..
SELF-INKINSTAMP PADS.
25 cents; 2 S4x4
10 cents; 2x3 14, 15 cents; 2
1

Local Dater

Fac-8mi- le

0

I

15

cents;

3

G

50

cents;

FOR TYPE 8PECIMENS

4

2,

75

cents.

ADDKESS

flEV? rEXICAJl PRIJtTlJlG CO
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

TUESDAY,

FEBRUARY

23, .1909.
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GO TO

COMB TO

WILLARD, IEW MEXICO

BELEI. NEW

The Live Commercial City of the Estancia Valley

FUTUR EI RAIL ROAD METROPOLIS OP
NEW MEXICO.

THE CITY OF WILLARD destined to be the COUNTY SEAT of
rorrance county JNew Mexico Was laid out in thp fall of IPO?. It is now
a thriving city of nearly 1000 innabitants. It lies on the main line of the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway system, runrine- east and west from
Chicago to a!l.California points andthe New Mexico Central Railroad running
from Santa Fe, N. M., in ciose connection wim tue Denver and Rio Grande
and the Rock Island System. The Santa Fe System have expended on its
depot yards a million dollars, in freight and passenger depot, eating house,
water system, round house and coaling chutes.
Sixty houses have been erected. Several of the largest mercantile
houses in the Territory are built and doing a big business. It has four
large hotels, churches, schools: A live Board of Trade, energetic business
men, two lumber yards, etc. The new city s in the center of the best
agricultural and grazing section of New Mexico. The best shipping and
distributing point for all merchandise, cattle, sheep and wool. The large
wholesale houses are in operation.

A

-

THE WILLI ARD TOWN AND IMPROVEM

in

BELEN,

LOCATED ONrBELEN

:santa:fe

THE

COMPANY

Of

the Building of more Homes

we will give one adjoining lot

This Opportunity is Extended

T

ry-

F

-

to a purchaser of a residence lot.

FREE

N

CUT-OF-

Tewn Lot Free

To Encourage

E

1HKXTCO

for a Limited Time Only

BELEN TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT
COMPANY
ARE OWNERS OF THE

ARE OWNERS OF THE

BELEN1TOWNSITE

WILLARD TOWNSITE
235

The Opening of the "CUT OFF" for through
traffic to the Coast has created a DEMAND
FOH HOUSES.

Offers for sale upon reasonable terms fine business and residence lots on
the townsite situated upon broad avenues and streets, 80 and 60 feet wide.
Title perfect, warranty deed given. Terms of Sale: One half of purchase
money cash, balance note secured by mortgage on lots sold with interest
at 8 per cent per annum payable

The Lots embraced in this offer lie convenient
to the business sectien of the town and to the
Depot and other Railroad buildings.

semi-annuall-

JOHN BECKER, President. W. A. DUNLAVY,

Vice-Pre-

s

WM. M BERGER, Secretary.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
:

: : APPLY

TO

: : :

FOE MAPS
AND OTHER
INFORMATION

E. P. DAVIES, Agent
of Company.

Willard,

New Mexico.

TIT AN OF THE

technical description to the land, and,
while he had a homestead, it wasn't
the land on which he had put his

WORLD'S CHASMS
(Continued

From Page Three.)

modest sum of $50,000. No doubt he
will get it eventually; but in the
meantime a great reservoir has been
fcuilt at Williams, and seven tank cars
filled with water are taken every day
to the Grand Canyon, where the precious fluid is stored in a giant steel
tank that overshadows the HoteJ El
Tovar. That is why a bath at the
Grand Canyon costs $1.
At the Grand View hotel the water
problem has been solved in a different
bathing,
way. Water for cooking,
purwashing and other household
poses is caught from the roof during
the winter season, fom the rains and
melting snows', and is stored in huge
cisterns. The supply for drinking is
secured from a spring three and a half
miles down the canyon, being transcasks laboriously
ported in
packed up the trail by burros..
Excepting at the infrequent springs
that seep from the canyon's sides,
and at the river far below, there is
not a drop of surface water within
sixty miles. This great plateau has
been aptly styled "the last stand of
It is unlikely that
the desert."
science will ever be able to reclaim
it from the unproductive aridity or to
mitigate its desolation.

TERRITORIAL NEWS NOTES
At Couchesne.
On last Thursday
a young lad
thought to be Alberto Minas was
found lying dead upon the railroad
tracks with a bullet hole in the side
of his head. From the nature of the
wrong it is thought that the boy had
been playing in the neighborhood
where some one was shooting at a target and that a bullet hitting a rock, re
bounded and struck him.
The boy
was missed by his parents late in the
afternoon and a search was immedi-

ately instituted.

','.

At Carlsbad.
H. A. Bell has brought suit in the
41st district court, Texas, against the
El Paso Guano & Fertilizer company,
the Rio Grande Valley Bank & Trust
Co., the American National Bank, T.
W. Teague, Mrs. R. T. Young, John
L. Dyer and T. M. Jones.
n
Bell alleges that he made a deal
with the El Paso Guano & Fertilizer
company for the purchase of lands in
Eddy county, N. M., for which he was
to pay $37,500, and the company was
to convey to him an indefeasible fee
simple. He declares that he paid
but did not reveive the fee simple,' and that the company refused to
return him the $1,00 and gold the land
which he had contracted to buy and
which he alleges he was still anxipus
He
to purchase to other parties.
chilwith
feverishness
Threatening
court
to
order
the
company
the
dren Is Quickly and safely calmed by prays
which he alPreventlcs. These little Candy Cold to repay him the money
is
due
him,
together wjth '"interalways be at leges
, Cure Tablets should
'
est
hand for promptness is
At Roswell.
Preventics contain no Quinine, nothing
harsh or sickening. They are indeed, , Petitions are being circulated
"the stitch Invtime." Carried in
legislature to pass a law
pocket, or purse, Preventics are a permitting each separate community
genuine safeguard against Colds. 25c. to vote on the proposition of allow?
Sold by Stripling, Burrows & Co.
ing saloons to be licensed. The number of signatures to the petition are
growing daily.
PARTY COULD
J. T. Quillen, who had been charged
NOT SAVE HOUSE with shooting to death, Seth
has been discharged from cusWere
Folks
While
Starts
Young
"7
Fire
tody,
At Las Cruces.
Having Frolic and Destroys Home
at Roswell. .,'.'.-Probably the most hotly contested
and famous case in land office circles
While a party of young folks was ever tried in New Mexico has recently
in progress at he home of Mrs. Wil- been decided by the secretary of the
liam T. Jones at Roswell, the house interior.
Twelves years ago Major Eugene
caught fire and, despite tfee efforts of
those assembled and the Roswell lire Van patten, register of the land office
department; burned to the ground. at Las Cruces, homesteaded a piece of
All the contents of the house which land e
Organ mountains, and im' frame building, mediately after filing, started the conwas an eight-roowere saved. An adjoining barn was struction of his now well known Dripalso destroyed. The insurance, $1; ping Springs ranch, which is the local
BOO, only partially covered the loss..
summer resort for Las Cruces people.
After expending over $15,000 on
If you want a&ythtng ou earth trj buildings and equipment, the .major
a New Mexican want "ad."
found that, he had given the wrong
ten-gallo-

$1,-00- 0,

Nos-worth- y,

in-th-

buildings.
Dr. Nathan Boyd, well known b$
reason of his connection with the original Elephant Butte project.had settled
on a part of the land which Major
Van Patten thought was covered by
his description.
The secretary, as a court of last
resort, has finally decided in favor of
the major.
At Malaga.
An ugly cuting affair took place
here last week when Juan Franon
stuck a knife into the breasts , of
Florentine Melandres and Espinoceno
Gonzales. Both of the victims are reported to be in a serious condition.
The principals in the fray together
with another party of men had been
drinking together throughout the
night and in the early hours of morning engaged in a spirited dispute that
soon evolved into a
fight,
and the resultant cutting. Franco became sobered after doing the cutting
and, rushing to the house of a friend,
tried to escape capture. His friend
sheriff
to
the
tried
prevent
of
the
man,
possession
getting
the law
of
minion
but
the
finally succeeded in placing handcuffs on both men. Owing to Jhe uncertain conditioner the injured men,
no complaint was filed at the time
v

free-for-a-

ll

against the defendant.

Croup positively stopped in 20 minutes, with Dr. Shoop's Croup Remedy.
One test alone will surely prove this
truth. No vomiting, no distress. A
safe and pleasing syrup 50c. Sold by
Stripling, Burrows & Co.

Herewith are some bargains, offered
by the New Mexican Printing company: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c. Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10.
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws of
New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlets, 25c;
full leather $3. Sheriff's Flexible
Cover Pocket Docket, single, $1.25;
two or more books, $1 each. New
Mexico uSpreme Court Reports, Nos.
3 and 10 inclusive $3.30 each. Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c. Compilation Mining Laws, 50c. Money's
Digest of New Mexico Reports, full
sheep, $6.50; full list school blanks.
-

There are absolutely no restrictions as to the
class of building one shall erect nor the kind of
business one shall engage in.
THE PRICES OF RESIDENCE LOTS RANGE
FROM $75.00 TO $150.00' AND BUSINESS
LOTS FROM $350.00 TO $500.00.

ADDRESS

The Belen Town
& Improvement Co.
LEGAL BLANKS.

OFFICIAL MATTERS

Kept In Stock and For Sate By the
Postmasters Commissioned.
Santa Fe New Mexican Conforming
The commission of Frank W.
to lis Laws of New Mexico.
Shearon as postmaster at Santa Fe
Sheriff's Flexible Cover Pocket Doc
arrived today and Mr. Shearon will
ket,
single, $1.25; two or more, $1
March
on
of
the
take charge
postofflce
each.
1st.
Andrew C. Pace has been commisCompilation Corporation Laws, 75
sioned postmaster at Blacktower, cents each.
Roosevelt county.
Compilation Mining Laws, 50 cents
Incorporation.
each.
Incorporation papers were filed this Acknawledgment,
sheet.
fprenoon in the office of Territorial
Deed, the City of Santa Fe, full
Secretary Nathan Jaffa by the La sheet
Union Farms company of Las Cruces,
Report of the Assessor, full sheet.
Dona Ana county. The capitalization
sheet.
Deed, the City of Santa Fe,
is $25,000. The incorporators and difor Marriage License,
Application
rectors are:
Pearl H. Bailey of
sheet
Eng.
Chamberino; Harry H. Bailey of El
for Marriage License,
Application
Paso, Texas; and John Davis of An- Span.,
sheet.
thony.
full
Final Homestead Proof,
Increase of Stock.
sheet.
A certificate of increase of stock
sheet.
Sheep Contracts,
from $25,000 to $100,000, was filed
sheet.
Agreement,
this forenoon in the office of TerritorButcher's Bond,
sheet
ial Secretary Nathan Jaffa by the RosApplication for License, Retail Liwell Building and Loan association of quor License.
sheet
Roswell, N. M. R. H. McCune la
Application for License, Game and
named as the territorial agent.
sheet
Gaming Tables,
sheet.
Applicantion for License,
Sheriff's Monthly Report,
sheet.
The New Mexican - Printing comPromissory Notes, 25 cents per pad.
pany has prepared civil and criminal
Probate Clerk and Recorder,
dockets especially for the use of justices of the peace. They are especial- sheet
Laws of New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and
ly ruled, with printed headings, in
either Spanish or English, made of 3903, English and Spanish, pamphlet
good record paper, strongly and dur- $2.25; full leather $3.00; 1905 and
ably bound, wdth leather back and 1907, English or Spanish, pamphlet,
covers and canvas sides, hall full $2.75; full leather, $3.50. Postage,
index in front and the fees of justices leather, 16 cents; paper, 14 cents.
Missouri Pleading Forms, $5, postof the peace and constables printed
in full on the first page. The pages age 17 cents.
The
are 10
inches. These books are Missouri Code Pleadings,-$6- .
made up in civtf and criminal dockets, two for $10. Adapted to New Mexico
separate of 32 pages each, or with Code. Postage, 17 cents.
both civil and criminal bound in one Compiled Laws of New Mexico,
book, 80 pages civil and 320 pages $9.50. Postage, 45 cents.
criminal. To introduce them they are Code of Civil Procedure, full leather,
$1; paper Bound, 75 cents. Postage, 7
offered at the following prices
$2.75 cents.
Civil or Criminal
Combined Civil and Criminal.. 4.00
Notary Record, $1.25 each.
For 45 cents additional for a single
Pocket
Notary Seals Aluminum,
docket, or 55fgj3PfBditilonal for a $2.35, delivered; desks, $2.90, delivercombination docket, they will be sent ed nearest express office.
240 Page J. P. Civil Docket, $2.75.
by mall or prepaid express. Cash in
order. State Postage 45 cents.
full must accompany
240 J. P. Criminal
Docket, $2.75.
plainly whether English or Spanish
Postage 45 cents.
printed heading is wanted.
New Mexico Supreme Court ReThe seals and record hooks for no- ports, Nos. 1 and 2 full leather, $6.50
taries public for sale by the New a volume; three to twelve inclusive,
Mexican Printing company at very price, $3.30 each. Postage 25 cents
reasonable rates. Seals for incorpor- each.
320 Page J P. Docket,
ated companies are also handled. Call
Civil,
at or address the New Mexican Prlntr Criminal; $4. Postage 55 cents,
480 Page hand made Journal, $5.75.
Ing company, Santa Fe. New Mexico.
480 Page hand made ledger, $6.50.
It it an admitted fact thai real esMoney's Digest of New Mexico Retate, Onanciai men and merchants all ports. Full sheep, $6.50. Postage 25
ay that quickest and best remiltsare cents.
ht1ned by advertlring
the New Retail Liquor License, 80 In BooK
I

FOR SALE Good
upright plana
nqulre at Wagner Furniture company
store.
WANTED March 1st, two or three
furnished rooms for light
Address, Box 354.

4

i

1-- 2

'

FOR SALE A second-Hansteam
boiler In good condition. It will be
disposed of at very low price. Ap;y
to the New Mexican Printing
d

1-- 2

1-- 2

1-- 2

1-- 2

1-- 2

2

2

1-- 2
1--

2

A SNAP.
miles from
Two and one-hal- f
farm under fence
Plaza,
in cultivation, for sale. Price $30
acre. Capital Land & Townsite
T. P. Gable, Agent.
110-acr- e

the
and
per
Co.,

WANTED A reliable,
energetic
man to take charge of a large garden
and orchard on shares. A fine chance
for a health-seekeInquire at Terri- iory Library, Capital Bldg., for par
r.

ticulars.

'

1-- 2

1-- 4

i

Engraved cams as vmte and wad
ding Invitations a specialty at the New
Mexican Printing office. An one stand
ing In need of each will do well to
call at this office and examine samples, style of work and pricetv
UexfcM.'

WAHTS

$2--

3-- 4

JubscriDe for tne Dally New Mexi
can and get the news.
Notification of Change in Assess
ment by Assessor, 100 in Book, $3.75.
General License, 50 in Book, $3.
Assessor's Notice of Assessment,
English and Spanish, 100 in Book, 75

cents.

Superintendent's Warrant
cents.
Poll Tax Receipt Book, English and
Spanish, FO in Book, 25 cents.
County

60 in Book, 35

Poll Books for City Eelection, S
pages, 40 cents.
Poll Books for Town Election, 8
.
pages, 40 cents.
Gaming License, 50 in Book, $3.
Sians- Card Board.
15c each
"For Rent"
. . . 10c each.
'Board"
10c each.
'For Sale"
10c each.
"Lodging"
25c each.
"For Rent or Sale"
'Board and Lodging"
25c each.
"Minor's Law"
50c each.
50o each.
"Livery 'Law"
"English Marriage Laws" . , 50c each.
'Spanish Marriage Laws" .. 50c eack.
School Blanks.
Oath of School Director, 4 siheet ,
Certificate
of
apportionment of
School Funds,
sheet.
District Clerk's Annual Report, 4

.

-

-.

1--

1-- 2

1--

sheet

:

Enumeration Form,
sheet
Teachers' Certificate,
sheet
Certificate of Apportion,
Bheet.
Contract for School Teacher,
1-- 2

1-- 2

1-- 2

1-- 2

eheet

'
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treasurer, Frank
sas City.

Personal Mention

M

FOB TOM

phone
NO

9g.

PHONF.
NO. 92.

.

i

j

IN PllESH VEGETABLES
FRESH TOMATOES

CAULIFLOWER
PIE PLANT,
YOUNG ONIONS
.
LETTUCE
CARROTS

CELERY

PARSNIPS
NEW SQUASH

PARSLEY
NEW TURNIPS

THE OLD RELIABLE

I
it

SANTA

FE MEAT

&

Five.)

Attorney W. E. Griffith o( Socorro
was noticed this afternoon mixing.
among legislators.
Former Superintendent of Public
Instruction M. C. de Baca of Santa
Rosa, was a visitor in legislative halls
today.
an
Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Wilson
nounce the engagement of their sis
to
Sara N. Parker
ter, Miss
V.
The
Horatio
Mr.
Nye.
marriage will take place on the
23rd of March. Mr. Nye is an exam
iner of surveys in the United States
general land office.
J. X. Smith, of the Forestry Bureau,
who has been superintending the construction of cabins for 'rangers on the
Jcniez Forest Reserve and the building of a telephone line from Santa Fe
to the reserve, left yesterday for Al
buquerque to report to the forestry

WE WILL HAVE

Y

From Page

(Continued

LIVE STOCK CO,

i

headquarters there.

Minor City Topics
(Continued

From Page 2.)

The wife of Angus-tiDelgado yesterday presented him
with a bouncing baby girl. Both child
and mother are doing well.
Lincoln Farm Association Mayor
Jose D. Sena today appointed A. H.
Brodhead, chairman of the local Lincoln Farm association committee.
Dance On Thursday Night On next
Board of
Thursday the Woman's
Trade will give one of their regular
dances at Library Hall. Everyone is
invited to attend.
Shipment of Hogs Yesterday ten
carloads of hogs passed through Santa
Fe on the way to San Francisco. The
shipment was made by Wyatt &
Wyatt.
Funeral of Old Veteran The funeral of Francisco Lucero, the old
soldier' who died Sunday, will take
place Wednesday at 3 p. m. from the
Wagner undertaking parlors.
I
Ends In a
Fight It Is
reported that a dance given at the
Catron hall last night, ended in a big
row and that fists were "used rather
lively. Details could not be learned.
New Partnership Formed Augus-ti- n
Delgado has entered Into a partnership with his brother Frank Delgado to engage in the shoe business.
Augustin Delgado was formerly with
John Dendolf.
Leeper-WileWedding At Albuquerque last evening, Rev. Hugh A.
Cooper united in marriage, L. D.
Leeper and Mrs. Blanche E. Wiley.
The couple left on a wedding trip to
New Baby Girl

4
Grocery and Bakery

NO.

4

CASH

NO.

Here's a Starter
WE CAN'T DO IT! YES
WE CAN BECAUSE IT IS
A CASH HIOPOSITION

NO

4

Free-for-AI-

The value of your money has changed.
This week you paid $1.25. for

17 lbs Sugar now $1.00
"
'
.50c.
8 "
"
"
.25c.
4 "
F ANDREWS

n

y

pnh0on4e

Mexico.

D.

Pellitier of

WOOD

d

i

j

j

CAPITAL COAL YAKD

j
i

DUDROW & ftONTENE
FUNERAL DIRECTORS

com-j'lct.l-

.

EMBALMERS

Black and White Hearse.

o

Kan-

Coldest Day But One According to
the reports of the weather bureau today was the second coldest day of
this year, the temperature being but
three above. On January the 11th the
thermometer registered only one degree above. It is more than likely
that the backbone of winter has now
been broken and that it will not again
get as cold. Though a rising temperature is reported it is likely that the
heavy snows lying in the mountains
will be instrumental in maintaining a
uniform
temperature
sufficiently
to
low
the
retard
premature
and fruit
of
vegetables
growth
trees. The month of March has
never been a very cold one. The lowest temperature record for that
month was zero on March 15, 1880.
The records for the month of March'
for thirty-siyears show that on only
seventeen days in all that time has
the thermometer been below ten degrees, and those days were confined
to only three years. Last year a
killing frost was recorded on April 3,
the temperature going down to 25
degrees.
x

LEGISLATIVE THUMB
NAIL SKETCHES
Otero County Wants to Spread Out
meeting was held at Alamo-gordlast week which took steps to
inaugurate a movement for the annexation of part of the Penasco country
in Chaves county to Otero county, and
appointed a committee consisting of
James. Hunter, J. H. McRae, W. H.
Pelphrey and Jamea A. Baird to get
in touch with the legislature on the
proposition.
Teddy Slips a Cog.
("Those who would again perform
the feat, must follow in your foot
steps." Roosevelt's address of wel
come to the officers and crew of the
fleet of battleships.)
Oft have sang the poets, great and
mighty,
'Bout the "foot-print- s
on the sands of
A mass

home-comin-

o

g

time."
Vet 'twas Teddy first, who spoke thus
flighty,
'Bout the "foot-print- s
on the waves of

brine."

Pinchot Will Address Legislature
Hon. Gifford Pinchot, chief forester
of the United States, will be at Santa
Fe, a few days before or at the same
time as Ambassador Brice of Great
Britain, and the capital will be called
upon to entertain two distinguished
guests. Mr. Pinchot will address the
legislative assembly. He comes west
upon an invitation of the Colorado
Legislature which desires him to address them on the policy of the for
estry bureau. The New Mexico legis
lature will extend a similar invitation.
A Prophet With Honor at Home
and Abroad The Socorro Chieftain
virtually nominates Hon. Thomas B.
Catron for one of the two U. S.
s
of the Sunshine State.
It
"Hon. T. B. Catron has evi3nys:
dently lost none of the ability and
force which have so long enabled him
to maintain with ease his position as
one of the foremost position as one
of the foremost political leaders of
Xew Mexico. His grasp of legislative
propositions and his skill in debate as
shown in the present legislative Council justify the statement. And,
while speaking of the probable
first Senators from the state of New
Mexico it would be well to bear Mr.
Catron in mind. No man has earned
more fully than he has the distinguished honor of representing New
Mexico in the United States Senate.
He has devoted the best years of his
life to the promotion of the Interests
of the territory and the welfare of
her people. He has sometimes been
at variance with other Republican
leaders on questions of party policy,
but his staunch Republicanism and his
party loyalty have never been questioned,.
Besides, in intellectual stature he is recognized as second to no
man in New Mexico. Mr. Catron is
of senatorial quality and size."
Insurance Bill This
Considering
afternon the insurance committee of
the House met at the office of Territorial Superintendent of Insurance Hon.
Jacobo Chaves, to listen to the plea
of about'eten representative insurance
men for the passage of the general insurance bill uvnduced in the House
week before last.
Julian Chaves Returns Hon. Julian Chavez returned to his seat in
the House this afternoon after several
days spent in Albuquerque and his
He is becoming
home at Hillsboro.
quite famous and yesterday the Denporver Post printed a fine half-tontrait of him as the author of the bill
taxing bachelors. He is receiving valentines and cards from all over the
United States, most of them poking
fun at his
bounty bill. Mr.
Chavez likes tb create a laugh.
Signed By Acting Governor The
legislative assembly was informed
this afternoon that acting Governor
Nathan Jaffa, signed during the Sim-darecess of the legislature, the following bills and resolutions: Council
Substitute for House Bill No. 139, appropriating $32,000 for the completion
of liie capital extension and completion and furnishing of the executive
amended House Bill No.
mansion;
100, providing for the establishment
of a State Museum and School of
American Archaeology in the Old Palace at Santa Fe, and amended Council
Joint Resolution No. 10, providing for
the payment of the printing ordered
by the legislative assembly.

Passed Lamy Last Night A detachment of a hundred men of the U.
S. Marine Corps, who had been stationed in the Philippines the past
three years, passed Lamy over the
Santa Fe last night on their way from
AND
San Francisco, Calif., to Norfolk, Va.
Young
Lady Succumbs to PneuWHOLESALE AND RKTAIL
moniaYesterday Miss Tidoria Mon- toya, an eighteen-year-olyoung lady,
died at her home on Don Gaspar ave-- ,
Screened Raton Lump
$4.50 per ton
nue after being ill for some time with
"
fllonero "
5.25
The funeral will take
pneumonia.
"
"
Cerrillos"
6.00
place tomorrow at 8:30 from the Ca-- :
thedral, and interment will be at
Rosario.
Sawed Wood and Kindling
Anthracite Coal all sizes
A Novel Sight An unusual
sight
All Kinds of Steam Coal.
presented itself today when the work- Smithing Coal
men engaged in working upon the
armory building, armed
themselves
with shovels and began shoveling
snow off the roof so that they could
get to work. The recent snow-fal- l
Phone No. 85, Office GarfUld Avenue,
Not A. T., 4 S. F. Depot
had left a fairly thick blanket
of
white on the roof.
Heaviest Snow Since 1884. The
snowfall in northern Rio Arriba
county and especially on Cumbres
Pass has been the heaviest this winter since 1884. The section house and
hotel at the top of the pass are
y
covered by the snow and the
i ailivtd is blockaded
AND
for ihe fourth
or fifth time since New Year.
Escaped From Penitentiary August Etienne, a convict at the penitentiary, made good his escape on Sunday. He, was serving a sentence of
three years, one of which he had
served.
Over
Take
Contract The
Big
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING
Wells-FargExpress company has
taken over the Chicago, Milwaukee
108 Palace Avenue. Elks' Hall.
Telephone 142. Night 162 Houee. and St. Paul Express contract which
covers territory aggregating a distance of over 9,000 miles, and which
now gives the Wells-FargBiiidin
to
or
people a
and
frintimi
everything appertaining
lor anything
route reaching clear to Seattle on the
tall on the New Mexican Printing Company.
Pacific coast.
Though the entire
route has not yet been fully established, it is rapidly nearing completion.
A Big
Success The grand ball
given by the Elks last night at the
Should It be that you should', want a
Palace hotel was an unusual success,
vo you know old (fandelario.s
ttein
both from a social and financial stand
Indian relics and curious?
Oandelarlo has them
Anv on a can show you the wayl
point. About 175 people participated
Sapphires, garnets, and torquols! bin
In the Ancient town of Santa Ke
V in the affair and enjoyed themselves
Amethysts, rubies and opals too
To Oandelarlo's.
Much credit for the success
As good as you want he can; furnish
y. greatly.
of the function was due to A. J.
In the shop beneath the old Ox Cart
you
All the products of Indian art
('Hn Oandelarlo
Fischer, who worked incessantly to
Has Oandelano
bring the affair to a successful focus.
In tho ancient townlof Santa Ft)
Bows and Bankets and Tottery"
Fischer has a reputationv of making
Is
Oandelarlo.
Beaten Silver and flUKree
good at anything he undertakes.
Any one can show you the way
Kvery old kind of trumpery
To
Oandelarlo
Make Headquarters at Santa Fe
Oandelarlo
Has
Kor anything you want to know
Sacramento Irrigation company,
The
no
to
want
Kor an Indian Blanket you
Kor any kind of a Ourlo
with former headquarters at Alamo-gordTo Oandelarlo
Go to Oandelarlo,
has moved its main office to
He has zampes and Ohlmayos
Santa Fe and will from now on have
Oldballetas and Navajoes
There are all the kinds that anyone
headquarters in the Laughlin Block.
knows
The company Is a very large and imAt Candelarios
portant one and the adoption of Santa
Fe as headquarters will mean much
to this city. The officers of the company are as follows: President, John
Doctor W.
Legal blanks both English
P. Wagner;
N,
JH,
Santa
Fe,
301 303 San Francisco Street,
L. Bullis, Allerton, Iowa; secretary, Spanish for sale by the New
Centerville,
Iowa; ican Printing company.
A. G. "Wldmer,
85
SS
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STATEHOOD DELEGATION WILL ACCEPT NO
PAY FOR ITS PATRIOTIC LABORS
(Continued From First Page.
the territorial auditor having raised a
question over the clause directing him
to draw warrants against any availThe bill remedies this
able funds.
defect in the bill passed last Friday.
The bill was passed unanimously.
Council Bill No. 92, by Hewitt, an
act defining certain crimes and prescribing
punishment therefor. The
bill makes it unlawful for any board
or commission having charge of the
construction or repair of any public
building or improvement of the territory, to enter into a contract for any
amount exceeding the appropriation
therefor, fixing a maximum penalty of
$1,000 and six months' imprisonment
in the penitentiary for such offense.
The bill also fixes a penalty of $1,000
and one year's impirsonment for the
district,
failure of any territorial,
county, city, precinct, or other officer
of the territory to turn over any pubwithin
lic money in his
custody
twenty days after the law requires
this to be done.
Referred to the commute on judiciary.
Council Bill No. 93, by Prince:
An act making an appropiation to aid
in marking the Santa Fe Trail in
New Mexico.
Be it "enacted by the Legislative Assembly of the Territory of New
Mexico:
Section 1. The sum of six hundred
dollars or so much thereof as may
be necessary is hereby appropiated
out of any money in the territorial
treasury not otherwise appropriated,
for the purpose of aiding the Daughters of the American Revolution in
the work of erecting suitable monuments .to mark the Santa Fe Trail in
New Mexico, from the Colorado line
to the city of Santa Fe.
Sec. 2. Said monuments shall be
erected under the supervision of the
governor of the territory and the
Xew Mexico State Regent of the
Daughters of the American Revolution, and shall conform as nearly as
practicable in size and style to the
markers vised on the Santa Fe Trail
in Kansas and Colorado.
Sec. 3. The money thus appropriated "shall be paid out only upon
vouchers signed by said State Regent
and endorsed with the approval of the
The territorial auditor is
governor.
to draw his warauthorized
hereby
rants on the treasurer for the sums
to be paid on said vouchers when duly
signed and endorsed as aforesaid.
Section 4. This act shall take effect immediately.
Referred to the committee on finance.
Council Bill No. 94, by Estevan
Baca, an act to amend Chapter 67,
of the Thirty-sevent- h
legislative asset, ibly. Referred to the committee
on territorial affairs.
The message of Governor Curry,
the report of the statehood committee, was read to the Council.
Communications from acting Governor Nathan Jaffa, announced that he
had signed amended House Bill No.
School Bill;
100, the Archaeological
Council Substitute for House Bill No.
139, the Capitol Extension Bill, and
Council Joint Resolution No. 10, providing payment for the printing
by the legislative assembly.
The Council adjourned to Wednesday afternoon at 2 o'clock.
HOUSE.
Tuesday Afternoon.
Every member except Stackhouse,
Tipton and Pacheco was present when
Speaker Miera caled the House to or-- ,
der.
or-det-

Petitions Presented.
The following petitions were pre
sented:
House Petition No. 24, by Valdez,
from citizens of Palma precinct, Tor
rance county asking to be annexed to
San Miguel county. Referred to the
committee on counties and . county
lines.
House Petition No. 2, by Mullens.
asking for the enactment of a Local
Option Bill.
House Petition No. 26, by Mullens,
asking for the enactment of House
Bill No. 95, to permit women to vote
at school elections.
While committee reports were be
ing received, Speaker Miera called
Representative Sanchez to the chair.
New Bills.
House Bill No. 162, by Valdez, an
of the
act authorizing members
Thirty-eightlegislative assembly to
appoint indigent students to scholarships in territorial educational institutions. Referred to the committee
on finance.
House Bill No. 103, by Valdez, an
act providing for the collection of occupation tax in unincorporated cities.
Referred to the committee on corpora
tions.
House Bill No. 104, by Sanchez, an
House Bill No. 104, by Sanchez, an
the
act to revise and systematize
schooHaws, providing a fund for summer institutes and for other purposes.
A motion to suspend the rules for the
purpose of passing the bill failed. Re
ferred to the committee on education.
House Bill No. 105,by Sanchez, an
h

FEBRUARY

1909.

23,

Colfax county, with county seat at
Wagon Mound. Referred to the committee on counties.
House Bill No. ICS, by Bushkevitz,
to create tho counly of Coronado out
of eastern San Miguel and Mora counties and southwestern Union county,
with county seat at Roy. Referred to
the committee on counties and county
lines.
The following bills were introduced:
House Bill No. 1G9, by Blattman,
an act relating to property rights.
Referred to the comittee on judiciary.
House Bill No. 179, by Mullens, an
act fixing responsibility for taxes between vendor and vendee in absence
of agreement. Referred to the committee on territorial affairs.
House Bill No. 171, by Martinez, an
act providing for the government of
the Lucero Land Grant in Rio Arriba
Referred to the committee
county.
on territorial affairs.
House Joint Resolution No. 4, by
Baca.
House Joint Resolution No.
.
Be it resolved by the Thirty-eightLegislative Assembly:
That the thanks of the people of
New Mexico are due the president of
the United States, Hon. Theodore
Roosevelt, for his unselfish interest
and his energetic work to help the
territory of New Mexico to become a
state and to give its citizens the full
rights of American citizenship.
That in no less degree, the people
of New Mexico owe gratitude to their
chief executive, Hon. George Curry,
who undaunted by adverse conditions,
worked like a Trojan for the immed- late passage by Congress of our en- -'
abling act, and also accomplished un-- v
told good for New Mexico by his in- defatigable efforts on behalf of other
interests of our people at the Na.

h

j

'

tional Capital.
That we also give thanks to the
members of the statehood delegation

Hon.
appointed by his excellency,
George Curry, who, without pay or
hope of reward, gave time, energy
and means in the furtherance of the
I
great cause of statehood; and also to'
'all other New Mexico citizens who
have labored for this purpose.
The resolution passed unanimously.
House Substitute for House Bill No.
35, by Chavez of Sierra, providing for
the printing of the proceedings of
boards of county commissioner and
of the delinquent tax list in Spanish
and English newspapers, was taken up
for passage.
Bushkevitz offered an
amendment so that newspapers that
have been established at least one
year, are selected for the purposes of
the act. .The bill passed with the
amendment by a vote of 16 to 4.
The House adjourned until tomorrow forenoon at 10 o'clock.
NEW YORK CENTRAL
MUST PAY FINE FOR REBATING

Washington, Feb. 23. The verdict
of the. United States circuit court for
the southern district of New York imNew-Yorposing a fine of $108,000 upon the
Central riload company on the
charge of granting rebates to the
American Sugar company, was today
affirmed by the suprem court of the
United States.

MARKET REPORT.
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, Feb. 23'. Wool is firm.
Territory and western mediums 18"
22c; fine mediums, 15 18c; fine, 12
14c.

K.
LIVE-STOC-

Cattle Receipts,
Market strong. Beeves, $4.25
Texas steers, $4.255.25;
western steers, $4.005.50; stockera
and feeders, $3.355.40; cows and
heifers, $1855.50; calVes, $6.00
"Kansas City, Feb. 23. Cattle Receipts, 10,000. Market steady. Southern steers, $4.255.85; southern cows,
$2.334.25; native cows and heifers,
stockers and feeders,
$2.255.75;
$3.405.25; bulls, $3.004.65; calves,
$4.007.75; western steers, $4.50
6.25; western cows, $3.255.25.
Chicago, Feb. 23.

3,500.
6.90;

--

EAT AT
THE

Claire Cafe
IRA D. SHEPARD

AMERICAN &
EUROPEAN
PLAN

Old

Proprietor.

Harvey System Man.

"'

act to revise and systematize the
school laws of the territory. Referred
'
'
to the committee on education.

House Bill No. 166, by Martinez, an
act providing for carrying into effect the death penalty. Referred to
the committee on judiciary.
and
House Bill No. 167, by Sweezeyyto
Mexcreate the county of Nolan out. of
Central ' Mora county and southern
"

FOR THE SICK

DR. DIAZ

SANTARIUM

SANTA FE, N. M.

$16 and up per week.

GRAMMAR LESSONS
,

Given Either in

- SPANISH

OR GERMAN

RAYMOND HAACKE
Nusbaums' Washington Ave
or care New Mexican.

